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The major purpose of this study was to investigate

the effects of a program of sentence expansion instruction

on the r^rritten composition and the reading comprehension

of third grade pupils. Sentence expansion i-nstruction is

a method of teaching students to expand or elaborate ker-

nel sentences to produce more complex sentenges in terrns

of the nurnber of transformations invol-ved. This technique

has received considerable attention in the recent liter-

ature on language studY"

several_ researchers have used the term sentence

combining to refer to a process of combining two or more

kernel Sentences to produce one Sentence. 0thers have

used the term sentence exPansion to describe a method of

adding modifiers, phra5es, or cl-auses to.a kernel sentence"

Although the approaches are slightty different, both sen-

tence combining and sentence expansion programs involve

manipulation of kernel- sentences and direct instruction in

ways of consol-idating T-units. Both are concerned with

helping students to produce sentences which are expanded

or efaborated in some v,¡a]/. In this report, the term Sen-

tence expansion is used to refer to either one or a com-

1
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bination of these two aÞproaches.

Sentence expansi-on programs have been successfully

used by researchers to help seventh-grade students write

more complex sentences (ÞIellon, 1969; OlHare, 1973; Hughes,

1975; Combs, 1976), and ivlill-er and Ney (1968) have experi--

mented with oral sentence expansion at the fourth grade

Level. There have been only a few reports of attempts to

use sentence expansion technj-ques at the primary grade

Level (Hilfmanr I97O; Young,I972)" The }imited sentence

expansion research at the pri-mary grade leveL seems to re-

fl-ect the difficulty of doing research at this l-evel and/or

a belief that these younger students roould not benefit from

such training. In fact, lulellon (L969217) referred to grade

four as trthe r'rriting agett, implying that children don 1t

really write with ease until this age.

Sentence expansion exercises do not require students

to l-earn to verbaLize rul-es of grammar, but simply to use

rules that are already known intuitively. Strong (1976)

explains the process in terms of tttap[pi"g] the linguistic
power they already possesstf . Strickland (L962) and I'.ienyuk

(1963) have provided evidence that at the age of school en-

trance children already have a usable graÌnmar system and

can expand and elaborate their sentences in various ways.

Since primary grade chil-dren have already learned a great

deal about language, it is possible that thev too coul-d

benefit from sentence expansion exercises designed es-

pecially for them.
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Research suggests that the s1r¡¡actíc complexity

of reading material is related to a reader?s comprehension

of that material (SmÍth, I97O; Tatham, I97O; Peltz , I97l+) "

One could hypothesize that this is due to readersr expect-

ing to receive a meaningful message from the material- they

processo If the syntactic structures contained in the

material are also in the readerfs repertoire of structures,

the reader may more easily obtain a meaningful message.

fnstruction in sentence expansion may serve to add to the

repertoire of syntactic structures that a student has at

his comnand. A sentence expansion task, because of the

manipulation of kernel sentences and the discussj-on of the

appropriateness of alternative solutionsr ñây serve to make

students al.rare of the deep structure of sentences or of
ttthe way differences j-n sentences produce differences in
meaningtt (Deverell, I97l+.253). If this were the câS€¡

sentence expansion trajning may aid comprehension of syn-

taetically complex reading material.
Some of the studies of sentence expansion programs

have incl-uded tests of reading conprehensi-on (Crervs, 1p68;

Fisher, I97l+; Hughes , 1975; Klassen, 1976), but the resul-ts

have been inconcl-usive. It is possible that the syntactic

complexity of materials used to test reading comprehension

determines whether or not sentence expansion treatments

appear to have had significant effects" If test material-s

are either too sìnrple or too complex in terms of syntactic

stnrctures used, treatment effects may not be detected"
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There is a need, therefore, to determine whether a sen-

tence expansion program affects reading comprehension of
materials written at specified l-evel-s of syntactic complex-

ity but not at other level-s o

A study of the research on sentence expansion re-
veals two main concerns that have not been explored to any

great extent. Firstly, since research on sentence expan-

sion has mostly been confined to students above the primary

l-evel, it seems important to add to the body of knowl-edge

concerning the effects of this type of training on primary

grade students. Secondly, because the research results
have been inconclusive regarding the possible effect of
sentence expansJ-on practice on reading comprehension, and

because syntacti-c complexit¡r of tests has not been described

or controll-ed in previous studies, it i-s necessary to deter-
mine whether a sentence expansion progran coul_d aid reading

comprehension of materials written at varying level_s of
syntactic complexity. In this st[dyr âh attempt was made

to address both of these concerns.

Several researchers have documented the development

of syntactic maturity j¡ written language. From the work

of Hunt (1965), OtDonnell et al-. (1967), Gol-ub and Frederick
(1970), and Ioban (1976), it appears that mean T-unit length

is a good indicator of syntactic maturity. All of these re-
searchers reported that mean T-unit length consistently in-
creased with advancement through the grade levels" Conse-

quently, the present study examined studentsr rtrriti-ng in
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terms of mean T-unit length'

In addition to this measure, sone of the composi--

tions were subjected to a more detailed analysis of se-

lected rhetorical factors from the Evaluation Guide for

Childrenrs Compoqlüþnq (Sundbye, 1973) ' /

Since one of the purposes of this study was to

assess the effect of sentence expansion practice.on reading

comprehension, Some measure of reading comprehension was

required. One of the objectives of a sentence expansion

program is for students to Learn to effectively use what

llnguistic powers they already haveo A cloze completion

task was selected as the means of measuring this learning

since it requires the reader to rely heavily on the use of

context to supply the missing words (Rankin, L959) " Tradi-

tional cloze tests (every fifth word deleted) were written

at three different leveLs of sSmtactic complexity in order

to explore the possibility that sentence expansion practice

might help students to conprehend materials at some levels

of complexity and not other"s.

Four groups were used in the study in order to per-

mit several comparisons to be made' Group 1 received the

sentence expansion Èreatment. Group 2 was given a program

of Directed Reading Thinking Activities or DRTATs (Stauffer,

Lg75). Group 3 had ttfree timetr in place of any experimental

treatment" Group lr was given no treatment at al-l- and was

used as the comparison group. The incl-usion of Group 2t the
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DRTA treatment, was intended to all-ow detection of any

possible effects due to participation in small groups or

due to the presence of the experimenter but not directly
resufting from the sentence expansion progran' The inclu-

sion of Group 3, the tlfree timetr group, was intended to

allow detection of a possible novelty effect caused by de-

parture from the u,sual class routine" If Group 1, the

sentence expansion group, proved to be superior to Group 4,

the control group, but not superior to the other groups on

any of the variables, the effects couÌd not be attributed

solely to the sentence expansion treatment' Instead the

participation in group discussions and/or the departure from

routine could be considered to be the significant factor.

The present study examined the effects of a sentence

expansion program for third-graders on: a) reading eompre-

hension as measured by cloze tests written at different
Levels of syntactj-c complexity, and b) maturity of written

language aS measured by mean T-unit length" It also explored

the relationship between mean T-unit l-ength and several

rhetorical aspects of written compositions" The sentence

expansion program was eompared to a program of DRTAtS as

well as to two other comparison groups "

STATEI{ENT OF THE PROBLEIIT

The problem of this study was to determine whether

Sentence expansion practj-ce for third-graders would have a



significant effect on their reading comprehension and their

written composi-tions" the foflowing main questions vtere

c ons id ered :

1" After the treatment period, will there be differ-

ences among groups in performance on rrevery fifth-word dele-

tiontt cfoze t,ests writ,ten at three l-eve1s of slmtactic com-

plexity?
2. After a delay of three weeks, will there be differ-

ences among groups in performance on trevery fifth-word deletionrt

caoze tests written at three leve1s of syntactic complexity?

3 . |ÀIilL there be diff erenc es among groups with respect

to mean T-unit lengths calculated from compositions written at

either posttest or delayed posttest times?

4" l¡,Iil1 there be a relationship between mean T-unÍt

length and any of the rhetorical factors measured by the

Sundbye scale? I

Dtr'IN]TION OF TERMS

The foll_owing terms are defined operationally:

Kernel Sentence - A simple sentence in which no op-

tional transformations have taken place'

Deep structure - The abstraet levef of language that

expresses the content in terms of meaning or semantic inter-

pretation (After ChomskY, 1965) "

Surface Structure - The

that indicates Èhe form in terms

concrete level- of language

of written or sPoken words



( After Chomsky, 1965) "

Complex Sentence - A sentence generated from several

kernel sentences; an independent clause which has a number

of other sentences embedded 1n it (After Ioban, 1976]..

T-unit - One main clause plus any clauses or non-

clausal stnrctures attached to it or embedded in it (After

Hunt, L965),

Productive Level - The level" of syntactic conplexityt

measured in mean T-unit length, that is characteristic of

average students of a given grade level'
ReaÊing Comprehension - The percentage of exact

restorations on a e\oze test constructed by leaving the

first and the fast sentences intact and deleting every fifth

word i-n the remainder of the passage"

sentence Expansion - A technique by which kernel sen-

tences are expanded and elaborated by incorporating other ker-

nel sentences to produce sentences that are more complex than

eÍther of the original sentences. The sentences produced by

sentence expansion contain one or more of the following features:

a) adjectives or adverbs

b) prepositionaL or appositive phraees

c) subordinate clauses beginning with who, which,

that, where, or when

d) co-ordinated Predicatesc
Syntactic Complexitv - The degree of complexity of

granmatical structures used in writing, i.e. mean T-unit

Iength, rati-o of clauses per T-unit, mean clause length,

I



ratio of T-units per sentence"

ability to use complex sentences in speech and/or in writ-

ing" This term is used interchangeably with ltsyntacti-c

fluencytr and ttsyntactic competencerr.

THEORETI C AL FRAI\TEI,JORK

Syntaetic l\'iaturitv The extent of a studentrs

Learning a language code has been described by

Fries as rllearning the si-gnals by which meanings or mes-

sages are sent and receivedtt (Fries , 196?;103 ). These signals

consist of both lexical meanings and grarnmatical meanings

and are the same whether the messages are conveyed by

Speech or by print. Sentence expansion instruction may be

one way of helping students to understand grammatical sig-

nals.

The assumptions underlying sentence expansion in-

struction are based on transformationaf generative grammar

theories. These assumptions are:

a) that all- sentences are either kernel- sentences

or transformations of kernel- sentences.

b) that there is a system of transformational rules

that permit kernel sentence ideas to be combined.

c) that the deep structure of a sentence may be

translated into a variet-v 6¡ surface representations with-

out changing the underlying refationships (Chomsþ, 1965).

The distinction between the deep structure and the

9
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surface structure of language is especially ímportant"

The physical aspects of a sentence, the sound waves or

graphic display, are derj-ved from the surface structure

while the meaning is derived from the deep or underlying

structure, The application of syntactic rul-es provides

a bridge between the surface and deep structures (SmÍth,

rg73 ) .

Sentence production can be viewed as a three step

processo l!Íessages or thoughts are first paired with deep

structures. Then deep structures are paired with surface

forms, Lastl-y, messages must be paired with surface forms

in the event that some properties of sentences are repre-

sented at the semantic level- and in the surface structure

but not in the deep structure (Fodor et â1, L97O). The

actual- proeedure by which deep structures are paired with

surface forms is noi known. In sentence recognition, the

process is reversed. From surface forrns deep structure

must be obtained, Ðd from deep structure the message must

be obtained.

Fodor et âI, propose two models of sentence produc-

tion and recogni-tion. In their ttanall.ses b¡r analysistt

model, the sender applies transformational rules to the

deep structure of a message to arrive at surface form"

The receiver reverses the transformation of the incomi-ng

sentence to uncover the deep structure. In the ttanalysis

by slrnthesistt nodel, the sender compares his message with
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the internally generated output of possible structural

descriptions to arrive at an acceptable surface forrnc

The receíver uses his knowledge of grammar to generate

possible structural descriptions which are tested one by

one against the incoming message, In either of these

models it is apparent that the more grammatlcal operations

involved in generating a sentence the more difficuft it

ought to be to produce and also to understand the sentence

(Fodor et aI, lgTO). The idea behind sentence-combining

instruction is to let students practice using various trans-

formations so that eventually these structures will be in-

ternalized. and will- be available to them to use in generat-

ing and receiving sentences"

In order to explain how a lmowledge of the trans-

formational- rules might aid reading ability we must des-

cribe the reading processo For the purposes of this study

reading wiJ-I be viewed. as a trpsycholinguistic process by

which the reader reconstructs, as best he can, a message

which has been encoded bv a rnriter as a graphic displayrr

(smith, lg73z?2), In reconstructing messages the reader

uses graphophonic, semantic, and syntactic cues simultan-

eously as he seeks to infer a deep Structure from the sur-

face form. The more use the reader can make of the syn-

tactic cues available from his knowledge store, the more

efficÍent his reading should be. Possibte outcomes of

sentence expansion instruction are: a) that stu'dents will-
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increase their knowledge store of syntactic structures,

and b) ttrat they will be made more aware of the relabion-

shfp between these structures and the deep structure of

language"

IJ}trTATIONS OF THE SNJDY

I, The analysis of written compositíons examÍned

mean T-unit length and selected factors from the Sundbye

Evaluatíon Gulde for Childrenis Compositions. 0ther eom-

position errors were not analyzed.

2o Comprehension was measured by means of ttevery

fifth-word deletiontt cloze tests of varying leveLs of

s¡mtactic complexity" Comprehension of specific types of

transformations was not tested.

3. Students wrote composltions only in the narra-

ti-ve mode and the length of compositions was not controll-ed"

ll.. There was no control- over writíng experiences

in the classroom aside from the actual treatments' Teachers

were aware of the main focus of the study and there was no

guarantee that this knowledge did not influence their teach-

ing practices"

5. Assignment of students t,o groups was not random

since intact classroom groups were used.

OVER\rlEVf OF THE STUDÏ

This study was designed to investigate the effects
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of a program of sentence elcpansion exercj-ses on the read-

ing and writing abiLities of third grade students' Chapter 1

has outlined the rationale and underlying theoretical frame-

work. A review of research'related to the problen is found

in Chapter 2. Chapteî 3 presents the experimental designt

description of instruments used, and the statistical pro-

cedures, In Chapter &, data are summarized, resul-ts of

statistical tests are reported, and the findings are dis-

cussed. Chapter ! íncludes a summary of the procedures used,

conclusions drawn from the findings, and implications for

research and instruction.



The najor purpose of this study was to assess the

effects of sentence expansion instruction on the reading

comprehension and written composition of third-graders o

Research reports of positive effects of sentence expansion

programs on the syntactic fluency of wrj-tten language led

to the hypothesis that sentence expansion training may en-

hance language development in general, and therefore, may

affect reading comprehension. This hypothesis was based

on the assumption that syntactic competence is a significant

factor underlying fluency in both reading and writing" The

l-iterature revierved pertains to the relationships anong

reading, writing, Ðd language development. These rela-

tionships wil-l- be dj.scussed under the headings Syntactic

l,laturity, Instructional Proc edures , and Reading Comprehen-

sion"

SYNTACTIC I\ÍAT'[JR]TY

REITIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Chapter 2

A number of researchers have studied the quesbion

of how syntactj-c maturity develops " The term syntactic

maturity is used synonymously with syntactic fluency and

syntacti-c competence and refers to the extent of a personts

1l+
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ability to use complex grammatical structures in speech

and/or in writing. The search for methods of analyzing

language and for adequate measures of syntactic maturity
began with studies of oral language.

Strickl-and (1962) , in a study of chil-dren Îs oral
language, identified the phonological unit as a unit of
speech ending with a distinct falling intonation which sig-
nal-s a terminal- point. The length of the phonological

unit was not found to be a good indícator of language matur-

i-ty because this measure varied more widely within than be-

tween grade fevels, The main contribution of this study

was the developmmt of a method of analysis in which phono-

J-ogical units were broken down into patterns of fixed sl-ots

and movables . It was f ounC that chil-dren in grades two,

four, and sjx used the same baslc patterns and expanded or

el-aborated these basic sentences through the use of mov-

ables and elements of subordj-nation" The most commonly

us ed patterns were sub j ect * verb * ob j ect, and sub ject -r-

verb to be-rpredicate nominative"

Loban (1963 ) reported on a longitudinal study of
chil-dren from grade one to grade six in v¡hich he further
developed the linguistic analysis used by Strickland. In

addition to phonologicaL units, this study measured com-

munication units identified b1' semantic meaning. Length

of communication units was found to increase with chrono-

logical age and therefore was considered to be a promising



new index of language rnaturity" Loban found that, â1-

though subjects varied little in their use of the basÍc

patterns, flexibitity within structure patterns was a dÍs-

criminating feature" Use of subordination j-ncreased with

chronol-ogical age and was more common in the group rated

high in language ability than in the average and l-ow groups.

Strang and Hocker (,1965) , studying the oral language

of first grade chíJdren, found that the following three

basic sentence patterns hrere dominant: 1) subject*verb+

object, 2) subject+verb to bet-predicate nominative,

3) subject+verb. These researchers agreed with Loban that

fl-exibility r^rithin sentence patterns was a significant as-

pect of language development. The context in which child-
ren spoke i¡ras found to inffuence both language patterns

and sentence length.

fn each of these three studies of oral- language de-

velopment, it was concluded that all children use the same

basic patterns of fixed sfots but differ in the way that

they expand or el-aborate the basic patterns through the use

of movables and el-ements of subordination. Fl-exibility
within these basic patterns appeared to be a sign of matur-

ity in the oral- language of eLementary school chil-dren.

The communication unit, identified by semantic meaningr was

shown to be a better index of maturity than the phonologi-

cal unit, identified by intonation. The study of rnpitten

language al-so invofved a search for adequate measures of

l-o



maturity.

A method for the quantitative analysis of gram-

matical structures in written language was devised by

Hunt (L965), and has since been used by many other re-

searchers" This method of analysis is based on the con-

cept of the minimal- terminable unit¡ or T-unit, which is

defined as one main clause plus any subordinate clauses

or nonclausal- structures attached to it. This measure

is the written equivaÌent of Lobanrs communicat j-on unit

used for oral language analysis since it is identified by

semantic meani-ng and not by punctuation. Hunt proposed

five idices of syntactic maturity; the number of nords per

clause, the number of clauses per T-unit, the number of T-

units per sentence, the number of words per sentence, and

the number of words per T-unj-t"

Using these five indices, Hunt studied develop-

mental trends in the syntactic maturity of written language

of students from grade four to grade twefve. Analysis of

rvriting samples revealed that the mean number of words per

T-unit was the best indicator of grade level, and that the

number of short T-units (48 words ) was alr.rost as good an

indicator and had the advantage of being easier to calcu-

late. The devefopmentaf trends noted from grade four to
grade tr^¡elve $rere toward increased T-unit length, increased

clause length, increased number of clauses per T-unit, and

decreased number of T-units per sentence' It rlas concluded

L(



thatr âs students mature, they learn to consolidate
T-units by usi-ng various sentence-combining transforma-

tions and thus say more in fewer words. A sentence-

combining transformation is an operation by which one

kernel sentenee is joined to or embedded in another.

OrDonnell, Griffin, and I'lorris (1967) analyzed

the oral and written Ìanguage behavi-or of kindergarten

and elementary school chil-dren to deterrnine the validity
of Huntts analytic measures. Taped ora] language samples

from children in kindergarten and grades one, ¿¡ror three,
five, and seven were analyzed in addition to writing
samples from the chil-dren in grades three, five and seven.

ft i^ras found that T-unit length increased with grade level
in both modes of expression and that the ratio of sentence-

combining transformations to T-units al-so increased with
grade level,

Braun (f969) studied the syntactic development of
monolingual and bilingual children i¡r }tanitoba" fn addi-

tion to- comparisons betlveen these two groups, three ability
level-s and two grade fevels were compared, Significant
differences i¡r mean T-unit length and number of sentence-

combinj-ng transformations were found between grade four
and grade six and also among the three ability l-evel-s.

The nomj¡lal- sentence-combining transformations 1¡Jere found

to account for more of the difference than either adverb-

ial or co-ordinate sentence-combinins transformations "

l-ó
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Frequency of subordinate cl-auses was found to be signifi-

cantly different among ability }evels but not between

grade levefs'
Ioban (l976), jn a longitudinal study of language

development, selected a high language proficiency group

and a low language proficiency group on the basis of teacher

ratings. These groups l^Iere found to be significantly dif-

ferent on the measure of mean T-unit length in both oral

and v¡ritten language. This difference was found to be re-

lated to measures of syntactic elaboration of subjects and

predicates, frequency of sentence-combining transformatlons,

and the use of dePendent clauses '

Figure2.:-showsthataprogressioncanbeobserved

in the measures of mean T-unit length when the findings for

Lobanîs random group and Braunls monolingual group are com-

bined with the findings from the OrDonnell and Hunt studies"

These researchers al} support Huntts conclusion that mean

T-unit length is a good. measure of syntactic maturity'

Fox (Lg72) and Ciani (1976) explored the develop-

mental trend of s1'ntactic maturity in the oral language of

children from kindergarten to grade three" The resul-ts of

these studies also confirmed thê T-Llnit as a good indicator

of maturity"

Golub and Fredrick (Lg7O) analyzed the linguistic

Stru.cturesusedbyfourthandsixthgradersj¡rwrj-tten
language and studied the relationship between these struc-
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tures and the rated quality of v¡ritinq. The sixth graders

were found to use Significantly longer T-units, more clauses

per T-unit, and more subordinate adjective clauses. The

rated quality of writing vras found to be rel-ated to length

of composition and proportion of errors, but not to syntac-

tic structures used. Since the three raters were reported

only to have labelled compositions tthightr, lrmedíum?t, or
rtleçrr in quality, it cannot be ascertained how they inter-

preted the term quatity. Quality may have been taken üo

mean grammatical- correctness, and sUch rhetorical factors

as organization, sty1e, content, wording and phrasing mal'

not have been considered. The term quality cannot neces-

sarily be assumed to mean rhetorical- quality in this case'

In this parti-cular studlr, therefore' l-ittl-e specific infor-

mation was gained concerning the relationship between syn-

tactic structures used and. rhetorical aspects of the qual-

ity of writing.
Biesbrock and Veal- {L969) compared the s}rntactic

maturity and the globa] qualitl' of the r'rriting of second-

and third-graders. Global- qualltJr i{as evafuated by com-

paring essays to seven sample essa)¡s, each of 'hthich repre-

sented a level- of Qualitlr. Ilean T-unit length r'vas not

found to be significantly correlated with global quality,

however, essay length lvas found to be highly correlated

ivith quality.
Rosen, in an unpubJished dissertation, is reported



to have found that mean T-unit length varies between one

kind of rvriting and another. Differences between cate-

gories of work done by sixteen year olds were found to be

greater than Hunt rs difference between fourteen and eighteen

year ol-ds. In addition there was evidence that the best

writers had the greatest T-unit d.ifferences between cate-

gories of writing ( Britton , 1975) . This finding implies

that, although mean T-unit length is generally a good index

of maturity, the student may vary T-unit length to suit his

writing purposes"

The studies discussed in this section lead to several

conclusions which give us some indication as to how syntactic

maturitl' develops. It seems that alf children use the same

basic sentence structures. As children mature, they learn

to vary the ways in v¡hich they expand or elaborate these

structures through the use of various sentence-cornbining

transformations. ft is this fl-exibility within the basic

structures or patterns that is the discriminating feature

of language usage. The situation j.:: which language is

evoked apparently infl-uences the complexity and the types

of structures used" Iulean T-unit Ìength 1s generally a

good index of syntactic maturity and is related to the pro-

portion of sentenc e-combini-ng transformations "

There 1s considerable ambiguity regarding the re-

l-ationship betbleen syntactic complexity and the rhetorical
quality of studentst writing. In some cases quaì-ity ap-

22
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pears to have been interpreted to mean granmatical cor-

rectness rather than any rhetorical aspects of the wrj'ting'

The low correlations found between syntactic complexity and

quality of writing (Golub and Fredrlck, I97o; Biesbrock and

veal, ];969) may reflect the difficulties in evaluating qual-

ity rather than the absence of a relationship between the

two factors.

INSTRUC TIONAL PROCEDU RES

Once syntactic development was measured and charted,

researchers began studying ways of increasing syntactic

maturity as compared' to the established norms"

Bateman and Zidonis (L966) investigated whether a two

year study of transformational-generative grammar improved the

structural complexity and the proportion of wetl--formed sen-

tences used in the writing of twenty-five tenth-graders ' The

analysis of structural complexity consisted of reducing each

sentence to kernels and counting the number of transformations

that had taken place, It rvas concluded thab the experimental

group had significantly i.mproved its writing in terms of

structural complexity and in proporbion of well--formed sen-

tences, but the control group which had studied traditional-

generativegrammarhadnotimprovedsignificantly.
In a similar study, Gale (1968) found that fifth-

graders in a transformational-generative granmar class
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improved their writing in terms of average clause length,

predicate expansion, and the use of noun phrases"

According to these studies, the study of transfor-

mational-generative grammar is more effective than the

study of traditional grammar in improving tlre syntactic

complexitl' 6¡ the writing of fifth and tenth-grade subiects.

Several other researchers have studied the possibility that

direct instmction in sentence-combining transfornations

r,'¡ould affect students I writing"

I,íellon (1969) first advanced the hypothesis that

sentence combining instruction would increase growth in

Sentence structure diversification, Three groups of seventh-

graders were compared: an experimental group v¡hich studied

transformational- graÌnmar and sentence combining, a control-

group which stud.ied traditional- grammar, and a placebo group

which did not study any granmar but tt'as instructed in tech-

niques for varying sentence structure in l''rriting. It was

found that the experimental group significantly exceeded

the other groups in twelve factors of syntactic fluency,

including T-unit length and ratio of subordinate clauses"

The control group exceeded the others in rating of overall

writing qual-ity. Because the treatment included transfor-

mational-generative grammar study in addition to sentence

combining, i,'iellonis concLusion that sentence combining exer-

c j-ses result in increased sy¡¡¿cti-c fluency may be ques-

tioned. The effects of the sentence combining and the



transformational-generative grammar study cannot be

s eoarated,

O l Hare (L973 ) adapted ]viell-on 1s sentenc e combining

program by eliminating the study of transformatíonal-

generative grammar and simplifying the instructions. Over

a period of eight months, he found that his experimental

group showed significant grrcwth on the six factors of syn-

tactic maturity measured. The growth of the control group

was not significant. In contrast to }{e11on1s findingst

the compositions of OtHarers experimental- group trere rated

higher in overall quality than those of the control group.

Combs (Ig?6) , j-n replicating 0tHarets study, found essen-

tially the same thing and also found that the experimental

group had retained their gains on a delayed posttest. combs

and OiHare both concl-uded that sentence combining practice

improved the quality of studentst rvriting. Both used a

system of forced choices in which raters made tra single

intuitive judgment of the relative quality of each pair of

compositionsrr (Combs, 1976:1&]). AIl compositions were

typewritten with spellíng and punctuation errors corrected"

This procedure narrowed the range of factors which raters

may have considered in making their evaluatj-ons of quality'

The specific factors actual-ly considered, however, cannot

be determined

I,Iill_er and Ney (1968) found that fourth-graders

who were instructed in oral and ln¡ritten Sentence combining

25
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wrote longer compositions wíth proportionately more com-

plex sentences than control students' Green (1973 ) com-

pared the effectiveness of three programs: composition

with sentence combining, composition v¡ith error correct-

ing, and a traditional J-anguage prDgram, Although there

v{as a trend boward improved syntactic fluency in the sen-

tence combining group, it was not found to be significant'

Fisher (Lg7t+) reported that his sentence conbining program

improved syntactÍ-c complexity in written composition, but

not reading comprehension of students in grades five, sevent

and nine "

Theresultsofthesestudiesby0lHare,Combs,
Irlil-1er and Ney, Green, Ðd Fisher seem to support I'lellonrs

position that direct instmction in sentence expansion,

even r'¿ithOut studying transforma-t ional-generative srarrnar,

can improve the syntactic fluency of childrenrs lvriting at

or above the intermediate grade leveJ'

Hilfman (1970) used a sentence expansion technique

v¡ith eighteen second-graders and one first-grader' The

students were taught to expand sinple three rlord sentences

b:, f il-ling in blanks Ìabel-Ied rrlfhere?ttr tlWhen?tt, ttfletrl?rrr

tt\rr¡y?rt, and ttl'trhat Kind?tr A slight increase in the sub-

ordinate clause index (ratio of subordinate clauses to main

clauses) in written compositions was found after a six week

treatment period. It was reported that the students al-so

inproved in their ability to read longert nore complex
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sentences. This, however, is assumed to have been based

on a subjective eval-uation since no test of readine abiU_tv
was incl-uded in the design of the study"

Young (IgZz) compared the effects of a text-work-
book approach to sentence-building, sentence expansion

praetice using pencils and papersr and sentence expansion
practice using tape recorderso The sentence expansion

praetice appeared to improve the writing of the second-

graders in terms of the frequency of their use of adverbial
phrases and clauses and adjectives used before nouns.

0n the basis of the evidence provided b]' these
studies, it appears that syntactic fluency can be increased

through instruction and that the study of transformational
gramrûar seems to have a positive eff ect. rt is possible
that these effects are due to incidental- learning that re-
sul-ts from the manipuÌation of kernel sentences rather than

to the verbal-ization of the rules of transformational gram-

mar" Direct instnrction and pract,ice i¡ combining kernel
sentences has been shown to resul-t in increased syntactic
maturity, and in some cases, improved overall- quality of
the students I writinE,

READING COMPREHENSION

The studies revierved in this secti_on pertain to the
question of how reading comprehension is rel-ated to the
grammatical structure of reading material-s and to studentsi
lcrowledge of these structures.
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some studies have sholvn that the reading compre-

hension of studenÈs is related to the syntactic complex-

itv of the rnaterials they are readÍng. Nurss (1968)

measured oral and silent reading comprehension and listen-

ing comprehension using sentences of varying degrees of

syntactíc complexity. Listening comprehension was found

to be better for complex sentences than for compound or

simple Sentences. On the other hand, oral and sj'lent read-

ing comprehension were poorer for complex sentences than

for compound or sÍmple sentences. Àna15'5i5 of oraf read-

ing errors revealed that, in l-ess complex sentences, fewer

hesitations occurred at non-grammatical junctures and more

of the substitutions ltmade senserr. Nurss recommended that,

as complex syntactic structures begin to appear in reading

materials, children should be instructed in ways of dealing

with these strucfures.

Sauer(1970)studiedfourth-gradestudentslcompre-

hension of grammatical structures as incorporated in read-

ing materials. Tests were constructed using Lobanrs con-

cept of basic sentence patterns and incorporating single

words, phrases, and clauses in basic sentence pattern slots'

Her results suggested a Sequence of levels of structural

complexity. Sentences containing single words in sentence

pattern slots were easiest to comprehend. Next easiest

Tj\rere SentenceS rvith phrases, and sentences r'¡ith clauseS in

pattern sfots 'Frere the most difficult to comprehend"
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Smith (I9ZO) wrote an ttevery fifth word deletiontt

cloze test Ín three versions comparable to the syntactic

maturity of the avehage students i-n grades four, eight,

and twelve in Huntrs study. His purpose was to test whether

syntactically more complex structures increased reading

difficultl'" One hundred twenty students were randomly di-
vided into three groups and each rvas given one of the cloze

tests rvith no verbal j-nstnrctionsr ho assistance, and no

time limit" Students in grades four to six read fourth

grade writing best, but students j-n grades eight to twel-ve

read eighth grade writing more easily than fourth or

twelfth grade rrrriting. It was concluded that the product-

ive level of syntactic maturity might be the best recepbive

l-evel as well.
Tatham (1970) devised two reading comprehension

tests using language patterns frequently used in childrenrs

oral- language " A language pattern was def ined as lra unit
in oral or written language that indicates the sequence of'
sl-ots and movables tt ( Tatham, I97O:3 t ) . Voc abuf ârYr c ont ent ,

and grammatj-cal- complexity were held constant. The read-

ing comprehension of second- and fourth-grade students,

measured by means of a picture matching task, v'tas found to

be significantly higher for the frequently used patterns

than for the infrequently used patterns.

Peltz (I971+) rewrote sociaf studi-es passages to

approximate the syntacti-c patterns found in the liriting of
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tenth-grade students. Each of the thirty-four randomly

sel-ected students completed eight t¡every fifth-word dele-

tiontt eloze and four multiple choice tests, alternating
between original and rewritten passages. Analysis of
variance indicated that on the cloze tests the rewritten
material had a significant posÍtive effect on comprehension,

but on the multiple choice tests no such effect was found,

This was interpreted to mean that the cl-oze and mul-tiple

cholc e tests measured different comprehensi-on faetors.
The results of these studies suggest that reading

comprehension is at l-east partly dependent on the syntactic
complexity and the types of structures used in the text,
and that reading comprehension is best when textual mater-
j-als are simil-ar in organization to the readerts own oraf
language. Other researchers have tried to discover specific
sources of reading cor'Ìprehension difficulties.

Bormuth et al- (I97O) investigated fourth-grade stu-
dents I reading comprehension of between- and within-sentence

syntactic structures. Comprehension was eval-uated through

written answers to questions based on materials contai-ning

these stmctures. Between-sentence structures, cases where

one sentence determines the meaning of another, were found

to cause the most diff iculty" Tv¡ent]'-five percent or more

of the students had difficuJ-ty with the follorrring struc-
tures: comparatives, subordinatesr r€l-ative clauses,

nominalizations , and ad j ec tive compli-ments,
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Fagan (I97I) studied the effects of five tyoes

of transforrnations on readers Ì comprehension by construct-

ing cl-oze tests containing the transformations. The grade

four, five, and six students in the study had more diffi-
culty reading the embedding and deletion transformations

than the other transformatj-ons, The comprehension of sen-

tence meaning was affected more than paragraph meaning be-

cause of the limited context. The number of transforma-

tions lvithin a sentence did not seem to be related to com-

prehensi-on diff iculty. Fagan concluded that reading com-

prehension is to some extent dependent upon the types of
syntactic structures contained in the text.

Kamm 
"r,d 

A"ko*' (1975 ) tested second-, third-, and

fourth-graders to deternrine v¡hether the use of embedded

parts in reading material would affect comprehension. The

embedded parts lvere interruptions between the subjects and

verbs of sentences. These interruptions consisted of up to

three words and contained detaj-l-s ivhj-ch were necess""" ,o

answer the comprehension quest,ions" A comprehens j-on test
was rewritten for the experi-mental grrcup to incl-ude inter-
ruptions of one to three words between the subject and verb

wherever possibl-e. The test was rewritten for the control
group to eliminate any intern:ptions between subjects and

verbs" A significant interaction between sex and treatment

group was found, with girls performing better than boys on

the experimental- version, but the overal-l- difference between
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the two versions was not significant" The investigators
concluded that the inclusion of embedded parts was not a

significant factor in reading comprehension" This contra-
diction to Fagants findings may be a result of the verv
short embedded parts used by Kamm and Askov.

The lack of consensus among Borrnuth, Fagan, and.

Kamm et al means that no generarizations can be mad.e as

to specific sources of reading comprehension difficulty.
Another area where research resul-ts are inconcl_usive is
in the studies investigating students I reading comprehen-

sion as rel-ated to their use of syntactically complex

structures j_n oral and written expression.

Bougere (1969) atbempted. to determine specific oral
language factors which coul-d pred.ict reading achievement"
Language samples were analyzed using a method very sÍmíl-ar
to that of OtDonnell, Griffin, and Norris, Iuiean T-unit
length in oral language was found. to add significantJ_y to
the predictive val-ue of the ftletropolitan Readiness Test in
predicting reading comprehension achievement. T-unit length,
however, $ras not found to be a particularll, rel_iable measure_

ment since it varied widely within individuals depend.ing on

the contexts in rvhich the language samples r,¡ere obtained.
Harri-s (I975) tried to determine the relationship

among oral- and written slmtax attainment and reading achieve-
ment of second-grade chil-dren. seventeen measures of s¡m-

tactic competencies were obtained using an oral- and a rvrj-tten



test. Reading achievement was measured by the Metro-

politan Achievement Test and intel-l-igence by the Slosson

fntelligence Test, The correlation of syntax attainment

and reading achievemert was found to be significantly
greater than the correlation of reading achievement and

I " Q. Redundanc y c oeff ic i-ents reveal-ed that syntax attain-
ment better accounted for reading achievement than vice

versa. l{ritten syntax attainment lvas more highly corre-

fated than oral s)tntax attainment rtrith reading achievement"

Bougere and Harris each found that students I read-

ing achievement was i-n some nay related to their use of

language. Some of the researchers who used instructional
procedures to increase the s)'ntactic complexity of studentst

writing also expÌored the possi-bility that the use of com-

plex structures resulted from increased slrntactic compe-

tenc e which may have al-so improved reading comprehensi-on

indirec tfy.
Hilfman (I97O), in her study of the effects of

sentence expansion instruction, reported that after the

six-week treatment her second-graders were able to read

longer, rnore complex Sentences. No test of significance

?ilas reported. Hughes (I975) tested the hypothesis that a

sentence expansion program woul-d increase reading compre-

hension measured by the Reading }'liscue Inventory (Goodman

and Burke, J97l_) " The greatest gains in reading comprehen-

sion appeared among the lorver and middle groups" Hughes

33
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concl-uded that reading comprehension increased at a

slower rate than growth in awareness of grammatical

functions, Klassen (f976) found that a sentence expan-

sion program for ESL students produced a trend toward

improved reading comprehension as measured by a cl-oze

test. The improvement, however, was not statistically
s ign ific ant ,

0n the other hand, Crews (fg6g) found that a trans-

formational grammar program increased the variety of sen-

tence structures used Ín studentsr writing but did not

improve their reading comprehension. Fisher (L97L.) re-

ported that his sentence expansion program influenced

writing ability but not reading eomprehension, âS measured

by a standardized reading test.
From these studies it is difficul-t to make any

generalizations as to whether reading comprehension im-

proves as a result of increasing students? use of complex

structures, since readi-ng comprehension rvas measured in

many different ways. In addition, the various instruc-

tionat programs may have varied in the emphasis placed on

the comprehens j-on of the meaning of the structures produced.

In a study by Reed (1967 ) a program of l-essons was designed

to emphasize comprehension skitl-s through the study of syn-

tax and paragraph structure. This aporoach resulted in

improved comprehens ion aS measured by the Paragraph Compre-

hension subtest of the llelson Reading Test' It is possible
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that any program of sentence expansion 1essons v¡ill be

effective in promoting reading comprehension only inso-

far as there is an emphasis on the conprehension of com-

plex structures that students produce.

It seems that there is no cl-earcut ansv'/er to the

question of how reading comprehensi-on is related to the

grammatical stnrcture of reading material-s and to students

lcrowledge of those structures. There is some evidence

that reading comprehensi-on is facilitated v¡hen reading

materj-als contain language similar to that ivhich rvoul-d

be produced b1r the reader. There is no consensus of

opinion as to itrhich specific stru.ctures are likely to

cause reading comprehension difficulties" Although there

is Some evidence that a studentfs use of complex syntactic

structures may predict reading achievement, vJe cannot be

sure whether or not it is possible to improve reading

comprehension by increasing a studentrs use of complex

structures "

SUMIVIARY

This review of research has brought out several

main points. Grammatical structures in students I language

can be quantitativel-y analyzed, and developmental trends

i-n syntactic complexity can be detected. The main trend

in the literature is that students have been found to in-

crease their T-unit length in written composition as they
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mature (Hunt, 1965; OlDonnell, 1967; Braunr 1969; Golub

and Fredrick, I97O; Fox, L972; Loban , L976) "

It appears that the syntactic compÌexity of stu-

dents I writing can be increased through instruction" It
has been found that instruction in transformational gram

mar leads to an increase in structural complexity of stu-

dents I writing ( Bateman and Zidonis , L966; Gale, L)68;

Davj-s, 1967) " It has also been found that sentence expan-

sion practice can lead to a similar increase (I'1e11on, L969i

OlHare, 1973; Combs, L976; l'{iller and Ney, l-968; Fisher,

Lg74).

Improvement in the syntactic complexity of students r

writing appears to be associated with improvement in overal}

quality of their writing (OtHare, 1973; Combs, 1976)"

There is some evidence that reading comprehension is

facilitated when reading,material-s are simil-ar to the stu-

dents I productive language in terms of syntactic complexity

and types of structures used (Smith, L97O; Tatham, I97O;

Peltz , 1974) " In addition, there is some evidence that a

studentts reading comprehension is related to his oraf use

of slmtactically complex structures (Bougere, 1969; Harris,

1975) " 0n the other hand, there is little agreement as to

which syntactic structures cause comprehension difficulties,
or rvhether increasing students I use of complex Structures

is an aid to readi-ng comprehension.



The maín purpose of the study was to investigate

the effects of a sentence expansion program on the reading

comprehension and written composltion of third-grade stu-

dents" The experimental sentence expansion program was

compared to a program of Directed Reading Thinking Activities
(DRTAs), a group which was given tffree tÍmert in place of a

treatment, and a third group which did not depart at all from

its regular coursework. Reading comprehension was measured

by means of cloze tests writùen at three different levels of

syntactic complexity. Traditional cloze tests ( every fifth
word del-etion pattern) of fifty del-etions were used' One

cloze passage was written with approximately the same mean

T-unit length as the students t ovtn compositions and was con-

sidered to be at their productive level- in terms of syntactíc

complexity. This was labelled PI¡ for productive level. A

second c1.aze passag€, PL+f , ÌJas written with a mean T-unit'

length approxínately four words longer than the productive

Ievel, and Pl+8 had a mean T-unit length eight words longer

than the prnductive level, These three cloze passages vüere

used to compare reading comprehension performance at three

level-s of s¡mtactic complexity,
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Each student wrote narratÍ-ve compositions in res-

ponse to pictures at pretest tÍme, posttest time, and agaln

after a delay of three weeks. All compositions were analyzed

for mean T-unit length. In addition, sentence expansion gro[p

compositions hrere evaluated for several- aspects of rhetorical
quality, The rhetorical analysis is described l-ater in this
chapter.

PREIJ}trNART STUDT

Some prelinínary work was necessary to provide a

framework for developing the materials to be used in the

study, In the first phase of this preliminary work, an ex-

ploratory analysis of the wrj"tten compositions of third-grade

students was undertaken" There were two reasons for this ex-

ploraùory analysis. In the first, place, iÈ was considered

necessary to determine the approximate productive level of
thírd-graders t written compositions in te:ms of mean T-unit

length¡ so that cloze tests could be constructed at and above

their productive leveI" In the second pIace, a comparison of

the writing of ttexcellentri, llgoodn, and trpoortt readers was

necessary Ëo determine if there v¡ere any differences in the

specific slmtactic structures used by the three groups. If
such differences were foundr âDI süructures used only by the

best readers would be assumed to be indicatíve of their su-

perior syntactic competence, and an attempt would be made to

teach those structurés in the sentence expansion treatment.

The second phase of the prelimj.nary study consisted
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of the development of the three cloze passages that were

to be used to measure reading comprehension at three

levels of syntactic complexity, Once these passages had

been wrj-tten, five alternate eloze test forms were con-

structed for each passage by varying the starting place

of the ?tevery fifth-wordtt deletion pattern, The five
forms of each passage were then administered. to sma1l groups

of third-grade students in order to find out which two forms

were most equi-valent in mean difficulty. The two eloze test
forms of each passage selected in this way were then used

as the posttest and the delayed posttest of reading compre-

hension in the actual study" \

The students who were tested in the preliminary study

were thírd-graders from a schooJ in the same suburban school

division from which the sample for the actual study was drawn,

Anal-vsis of t¡Jritten Compositions

The writing of twenty-two third-grade students was

analyzed, Fi-ve of these students were described by their
teacher as being trexeellenttt readers, thirteen as being ttgoodtt

readers, and four as being ttpoorrt read€rso The composítions

were written in c1ass. The classroom teacher helped wittr

spelling when asked, but she did not suggest changes in the

wording or help the students to edit their compositions.

The students wrote about their sunmer vacations.

All compositions were analyzed to detennine the number
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of words, number of T-units, mean T-unit length, number of

subordinate clauses per hundred words, number of phrases per

hundred words, and number of co-ordinated predieates per hun-

dred words" The sentence patterns that seemed to be most com-

monly used in ,all three groups of readers were: subject + verb,

subject*verb+object, and subjectl verb to bef subjecË conaple-

ment. The means of the ftexcellenttt, ttgoodrt, and trpoortr reading

groups for several arhetorical measures can be found in Table

3 "L"
The mean number of T-units produced was almost the

same for the lt exc ellerttt ¡ trgoodlr, and ttpoorrr readers. The

ttexcel-lenttt readers, however, produced Ìonger compositions and

Ionger T-units than did the ttgoodtr readers' SimiÌarJ-y, the

ttgoodtt readers produced longer compositions and longer T-units

than did the ttpoortt readers. The |tgoodtr readers produced a

larger proportion of phrases than did either the trexceJlentrt

or the rtpoortr readefs. The trexcellenttt readerS produCed more

subordinate clauses and more co-ordj¡ated predicates than did

either of the other groups, Although the rrgoodrr readers pro-

duced an average of L"29 subordinate clauses per hulidred words,

all except one of these clauses was an adverbial cfause begin-

ning with the word when. The rrexceflenttr readersr oû the other

harrd, produced an average of 2"4 subordinate clauses per hund-

red words. Tlrey too produced more when clauses than any other

kind, but they also used cl-auses beginning with who, whieht

where, that, and while.

Based on this analysis, â decision was made to design



Table 3 '1
Cornparison of the Means of ttExcel-lenttt, trGoodrr

and trPoortr Third-Grade Reading Groups on
Six Arhetorical Measures of

Inlriting Ability

Number of hlords 57 71 86

Nu¡rber of T-Units 10.50 LO "69 10.60

Number of Vriords,/f-Un:-t 5,48 6,81- 8.1+3

Number of Phrases/tOo words 6"99 l-5"b IO.25

Number of Subordinate Clauses/
I00 words 0 I"29 2"4

Number of Co-ordinated
Predicates/IOOwords O I 2

Mean

I+1

rÌPOOrrr tf GOodtt nEXC ellentrr
Readers Readers Readers



sentence expansion exercises which

where, and that clauses as well as

DeveLopment of the Cl-oze Tests

The c1:oze passages were construcbed by adapting pas-

sages taken from basal- readers. Three passages were se]ected

which a) were approximately l0o words in length, b) contained

littl-e or no dialogue, and c ) did not depend on pictures to
provide necessary contextual informatlon. Any sentences that
contained dialogue were rewritten to eliminate the quotations.
Each passage nas then checked against the Revised lvord List
from the Spache Readability Formula (Spache, l953 ) to deter-
mine the percentage of unfamiliar words. rn order to make

the three passages roughly equivalent on this factor some

of the unfamiliar words were replaced with synonyms which

hrere on the Revised lford List so that no passage contained

more than 2% unfamiliar words.

The mean T-unit length of each passage was then cal-
culated" One passage, PL, was rewritten to have a shorter
mean T-unit length than the original and to approximate third-
grade writing in terms of T-unit length, number of subordin-

ate clauses, a¡rd number of co-ordinated predicates. The other
two passages, PL¡4 and PLr$, were rewritten so th?t they would

be increasingly complex j-n terms of these same factors, These

passages may be found in Appendix A.

The Spache Readability Formul-a was Lhen applied to

l+z

would elicit who, which,

co-ordinated predic ates .



each passage to determine a readabil-ity grade level-, Be-

cause the number of unfamiliar words was controlled, dif-

ferences in readability levels were due mainly to differ-
ences in average sentence length, a measure related to but

not equal to T-unlt length,

Table 3 "2 presents a comparison of the Èhree passages

with respect to number of words, number of T-unitsr mean

T-unit lengüh, nturober of subordinate clauses, number of
co-ordinated predicates, and Spache readability: For each

of these measures except number of T-units, an increase can

be seen from passage PL to PI'.r4 to PL+8. The number of

T-units decreased from passage PL to PL+4 to PL+8"

From each passage five forms of a cfoze test were

constructed" The first and last sentences were l-eft intaCt

and an ttevery fifbh-wordtt deletion pattern was used beginning

with the second word in the second sentence" The five forms

represented the five possible variations resulting from be-

ginning the d.eletion with different words. Bormuth ( 1964 )

reported that the means on different cloze forms made from

the same passage differed significantly when tests inc luded

fifty deletions or fewer' Because it was important for the

posttest and delayed posttest forms to be as nearly equiva-

lent as possibl-e, the five test forms of each passage were

administered to groups of third-grade students. The mean

cLoze score for each passage was calcul-ated as wel-l as the
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Table 3"2

Comparlson of Cloze Passages PL, PL+I* and
PL+8 on Six Arhetorical lvleasures

Ileasures

No, of words

No. of T-units

I[ean T-unit length

No. of subordinate

No" of co-ordinated

Spache readability

4l+

PL

c laus es

predicates

281

3t
g "06
l+

7

1.9

PL+ ¿l

292

2?

13 "27

10

I
2.48

PL+8

299

17

17,59

2L

11

2 "97



'u
mean score for each of the five test forms of each passage.

The two forms which had means closest to the passage mean

vrrere sel-ected to be used as the posttest and delayed post-

test.
Forty students participated in the cloze test tri-als"

Each student completed one for:r'n of each of the three cloze

passages, therefore eight students completed each form of

each test, Distribution of test forms to students was done

on a random basis, For exampler ânY particular student may

have completed form l of passage PL, form l+ of passage Pl+lrr

and form 3 of passage PIÉ8. Mean cloze scores for each test

forrm of each of the three passages are found j-n Table 3 "3 "

The means for forms t+ and 5 of passage PL were found to be

closest to the passage mean and therefore were seiected to

be used as the posttest and delayed posttest. For passage

PIrf4, forms d and J were selected and for passage PL+8,

for:ms 1 and 5 were selected.

The exploratory analysis of third-graderst writing

and the trials of the cloze test forms were used aS the basis

for the actual study. The design and procedures used in the

study will be described in detail in the following sections"

SAMPLE

Four intact classroom groups of ühird-grade students

from two schools in the sarne suburban school division partici-

pated in the maÍn study. The sentence expansion and DRTA



Table

Mean Cloze Scores for the
of Passages PL,

Test Forrn

Form l-

Form 2

Form 3

Fort lr

Form 5

Combined Passage Mean

3"3

Trlals of
PIrk!, and

46

PL

Flve Test Forms
PL+8

32 "OO

29 "go

3r"50

3I"l+O

30"70

3L,08

PLtl*

25 "80
28.30

25.OO

26"5A

27 "OO

26"52

PL+8

20.9O

18.10

16,00

23.80

18"60

19.¿18



treatments were each given to one of the third-grade
cl-asses in one school while the classes in the other school

acted as the two comparison groups. All of these classrooms

vJere reeeiving reading instruction in the same basal reader,

More Than ltlordq - Level Seven in the Coll1er-Macmillan seríes

(Harris and Clark, L967) "

DESIGN

Each student received only one category of treatment

but several measures of his perforrance were obtained" Mea-

sures of reading comprehens j-on and writing were considered

separately" Samples of written composition were analyzed to

determine mean T-unit length at pretest, posttesü, and de-

layed posttest times. A cloze comprehension pretest score

was used as a eovariate in analyzing cloze comprehension per-

formance. This procedure was intended to control for initial
differences in comprehensj-on ability. Each studentls cloze

comprehensi-on lvas tested with materi-als of three different
levels of syntactic complexity at both posttest and delayed

posttest times. For each student i-n each of the four groups

the following measurements were obtai¡red:

l+7

T-unit length

Cl-oze Pretest

Pretest Posttest

T-unit

Cl-oz e

C1o ze

Cloz e

Iength

PL

PLt4

PLfS

Delayed
Posttest

T-unit
Cloz e

Clo ze

CLoze

length

PL

PL+lt

Pt+8



This design may be considered a split-plot factor-
ia1 design as outlined by Kirk ( t969) , Because of the re-

peated ¡neasures on the same subjects, differences among

test times ar¡d among level-s of conplexity of test passages

do not i¡vo1ve differenees among subJects' Differences be-

tween treatment groups, however, are completely confounded

with differences between sets of subjects' For this reason

tests of the main effect of treatment are never as powerful

as tests of the other factors or of the interacti.ons in this
type of design,

PROCEDURES

At pretest time all students vüere asked to write a

composition and to complete a cloze test. The written com-

positÍons were done in class during regular writÍng lessons

with the classroom teachers. Three pictures were displayed

and briefly discussed. The pict'ures represented children

engaged i¡ different activities and were chosen to elicit
narrative compositions. The same three pictures were used

in each of Èhe four classes " Students $tere instructed to

choose one picture and write a story about lt. No attempt

was made to have the students edit or rewrite their conposi-

tions.
The cloze pretest was a 266 word passage with a read-

ability of grade 2,18, calculated according to the Spache

Readability Formula, a¡rd a mean T-unÍÈ length of 10.64' The

first and last sentences were left intact and every fifth
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t{ord was deleted from the renainder of the passage to
yield a cfoze test of fifty deletions,

The c1:oze test rùas administered by the experÍmenter

to one whole class at a time. No time l-imits were imposed"

Because this was the first experience with a cloze passage

for most of the studenËs, each cLass was given a tÌrenty-

minute introduction consisting of a discussion of strategies

for inferring missing wordsr êt aural cloze exercise, and a

practice cloze exercise presented on an overhead projector
(Blachowicz, 1977) 

"

Following the pretest, the sentence expansion and

DRTA lessons were each given twice in every six day cycle

until eight lessons had been completed" For each lesson

the students were in their usual reading groups which had

been established by the classroom teachers. This meant that
the experimenter worked with about half of the cLass at one

time. One group worked with the experimenter in a separate

room while the other group worked with their teacher on regu-

lar course work. After a thirty-minute I-esson the groups

changed places" The same procedure was fol-Lowed for both

treatments, The rrfree timert group and the comparison group

were not visited by the experimenter during this time.

At, posttest tine and again at delayed posttest time,

students wrote narrative eompositions following the same

procedures that were used for the pretest" Each ti-me, a

different set of three pictures was used to stimulate the
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written responses. The cloze tests for the posttest and

delayed posttest were admj-nistered by the experimenter.

The only introduction was a brief revlew of the three rules:

1) If you canrt think of a word for any space, read

to the end of the sentence and go back and try
again "

2) Write only one word in each blank,

3) Phonetic spelling is permissíble,

Treatments

Group 1. Group 1 received a total of eight thirty-
minute l-essons in sentence expansion. The program consisted

mainly of oral- sentence expansion problems desi-gned to elicit
the fol-l-owing structures: adjective word embeddings; adjective

phrase embeddings; adjective clause embeddings; and co-ordina-

tion of predicates. The decision to concentrate on these

specific stru¡.ctures was based on an i.:nformal* anal-ysis of third
grade compositj-ons " This analysis revealed that ad jective

clauses and co-ordjnated predicates occurred more frequently

in the writing of students rated as trexcellenttr readers by

their teacher, than in the writing of rtgoodfr and ttpoortt

readers" In generalr ttgoodn and trexcell-entrt readers used

adjective word and phrase embeddings equally often while
ttpoorrt readers seldom used any of these structures.

The two ex5-sting reading groups were taught separately

in order Ëhat the groups would be snalL enough to promote



participation and interaction. Whenever more than one

solution was suggested for a sentence expansion prrcblenu

students were required to decide whether all of the solu-

tions meant exactly the same thing. They v'¡ere then asked

to evaLuate the solutions and decide which r¿ould be best"

Students were encouraged to articuJate theír reasons for
making this choiee, It was emphasj-zed ttrat there are often

two or more btays of saying ühe same thing and that, although

no one way is right, a writer must choose the one that sounds

best to him. For example, there are several possible ways

to combine the following kernel sentences:

My neighbour is a policeüâD.

He rides a notorcycleo

Students might propose sentences such as ttlify neighbour, the

policeman, rides a motorcycletl, ttMy neighbour is a policeman

who rides a motorcycletr¡ or ttMy neighbour, who is a police-

man, rides a motorcyclelr. In these discussions, attention was

focussed on the different ways meaning (deep structure) could

be represented in surface forÍtse In addltion to oral sent-

ence expansion practice and discussion, Èhree of the Lessons

incl-uded written exercises, Att outline of the sentence ex-

pansion lessons is found in Appendix B"

5I

Group 2. Group 2 rec ej"ved a total of eight thirty-
minute lessons based on the Directed Reading Thinking Act,ivity

(DRTA) as outlined by Stauffer (l:975). As for Group 1, the



two existing ¡eading groups were taught separately in order

to promote partieipation in discussions. The materials

used for the DRTAg ldere taken from Stories of Fun and

Advenürre, Level Six (CanadÍan Reading Development Series,

1965) " These books were reserved for this purpose and

were not read by the pupils at any other time,

From the title of a story, studenÈs were asked to

predict what the story might be about and their predíctions

were recorded Ín writing by the experimenter. Students were

then asked to read a specified portion of the story and de-

cide which of the various predictions could be verified.
Students were called upon to make new predictions, based on

the infor-mation contained in the portion just read' hlhen-

ever there was a difference of opinion as to whether or not

a predicted outcome was possible or whether the facts of the

story conflrmed a prediction, a sÙudent was requi-red to de-

fend his position by reading aloud the portion of the story

that proved his point. In three of tlre lessons students

were required to write predictions and verifications"
The DRTA treatment was intended to control- for any

effects caused by the presence of the experimenter, knowledge

of participation in an experimÐt, and parüicipation in group

discussions,

: Group 3. Group 3 recei-ved no special instruction

but fol-lowed their regular course of instruction' In addi-

tion they were al-lowed a total of eight thirty-rainute periods

q)



of free time during which they were allowed to choose from

a variety of acbivities. The free tine was used to control

for any effect on Groups 1 and 2 that might have been caused

by departure from the usual routine and activities,

Group 4. Group l+ received no special instruction

and followed their regular course of instmction and their
usual timetable. This group served as a comparison group.

Cloze Tests

At pretest tÍme a single cloze test was completed by

each student. The scores from this test were later used as

a covariate in order to partially control for initial differ-
ences among groups in cLoze comprehension ability.

For both the posttest and the delayed posttest three

passages written at three different levels of syntactÍc com-

plexity were given as cloze tests. Cloze test PL was written

to approxinate third grade writing in terms of mean T-unit

length, number of subordinate clauses and number of co-

ordinated predicates" This passage was therefore considered

to be at the studentst approximate productive level-. Cloze

tests PL+4 and PL+8 were increasingly comploc j-n terms of

these same measures.

Analysis of Vüritten Compositions=

Ã?

prr-or

test

Students I compositions were not edited or rewritten

to analysis. AÌ1 compositions written at the three

times vJere analyzed according to the arhetorical- factors,
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0nIy compositions wrítten by the experimental sentence ex-

pansion group were evaluated for rhetorical quality. If, as

had been hypothesized, this group improved in arhetorical
aspects of their composition, it could be determined whether

this improvement was accompanled by an improvement in

rhetorical 
,gua1ity"

Arhetorical analvsis" Each composition was segmented into
T-units and the folfowing measures lr¡ere recorded: number of

words excl-uding garbles, number of T-units, and mean number

of rlords per T-unit (mean T-unit length)" A garble was de-

fined as being any phrase that did not make sense gralnmatic-

ally
sul-t

made

or

in

ir

semânticaIly. The omission of one word did not re-

a T-unit being classed as a garble if the context

evident that the writer had intended to include the

word. The missing'word, however, was not included in the

word count" fnterjections like ?rHitt or trOkayrr and exclama-

tions like tfOh no lrf u¡ere treated l-ike garbles and excluded

from the analysis after Klassen (1976) 
"

In calculating the total word count several guidelines

were folfoned. Any words which would normally be wrj.tten as

one word lvere counted as only one even if the student divided

it ínto two or more (e"g. al-l most, some where, etc.). Con-

versely, when a student joined together two or more words

whj-ch are usually written separatelyr two or more words t{ere

counted (e,g. cupplof , oncupon, atime, etc " ).
In direct discourse, the speaker tag along t^tith the

first main clause following were counted together as one
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T-unít (0tHare, 1973) " The words tf sorr and ttthentt were con-

sidered as co-ordinating conjunctions signallying the begin-

ning of a T-unite

Rhetorical analysis, Experienced elementary school teachers

evaluated all experimental group compositions according to

thirteen rhetorical factors selected from the Evafuation Guide

for Childrenrs Compositicins (Sundbye, 1973). In addltion to

factors one to twelve which are suggested for use wj-th primary

grade students, Sundbye factor eighteen was used because it
deals with subordinate clauses and therefore is related to the

sentence expansion treatment. A three-point rating scale waS

used with 2 indicating a high l-evel for any factor, 1 indicat-

ing a medium level, and 0 a low level, Three teachers worked

on the evaluations, each studying the pretest, posttest¡ and

delayed posttest compositions of one third of the class.

The following ís a description of the thirteen Sundbye

factors and the standards established for the evaluation"

1. The child uses complete sentences,

2 aLmost always even -if he uses no punctuation'

1 - sometimes "

O - almost neverc -

2. The child uses capital letters appropriately'

2 almost always capitalizes proper nouns and the

first word in a sentenceo

I - uses capitals for proper nouns or first word in

sentences but not in both cases¡ or sometimes

uses capitals but misses about half of al-I cases
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where he should use capitals ¡ or capitalizes

many words which need not be capital-ized"

0 - never or almost never capitalizes words.

The child uses periods and question marks appropriately.
2 almost always uses these punctuation marks

correctly,
I - sometimes omits punctuation or sometimes lnserts

it where it is not needed.

O - uses little or no punetuation,

The child does not merel-y enumerate ideas, but the ideas

are related"

2 ideas are all related.

I - puts ln some ideas that donlt belong.

0 - merely enumerates unrelated ideas"

The child maintains a sirnple time sequence in his story.

2 - good attempt to sequence ideas,

I - some attempt to sequence ideas.

0 - no evident sequence, sentences could be re-
arranged without any effect.

The child uses modifiers for nouns and verbs.

2 if he uses more than tvto.

I if he uses one or tvto.

0 - if he uses noneo

The chiLd gives hÍs story a tj.tle.
2 an expressive phrase.

1 a single word or a title that is not particu-
larIy appropriate.

3"

¿1 
"

5"

6.

7"
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0 - no title,
L The chil-d lnserts questions for varÍ-eËy 1n sentence

structure.

2 uses thto or more questions if appropriate"

1 - uses one question.

0 - does not vary sentence structure,

9. The child uses co-ordinators to combine some sentence

elements.

2 - combines whole sentences and predicates wherever

possib 1e.

1 - combines subjects and sometimes conbines whol-e

sentences or predicates but misses many oppor-

tunities to combine ideasc

0 - does not use any co-ordinators'

l-0. The child manipulates sounds and rhythms of words in

his writing.
2 at least one effecti-ve phrase.

l- - an atteapt"

0 - no attempt.

11" The child uses a third person rather than an egocentric

poÍnt of view.

2 - writes in third persono

l- - i,¡rites in the second personr or changes from

one to another,

0 - wrltes in the first person"



12" The child uses imaginative ídeas in his writing"
2 an inaginative fictional story,

1 - relates a conmon event.

0 - relates a true story"

i-3" The child uses subordinate clauses and phrases in his

sentenceg "

2 uses subordinate clauses and phrases effectively,
1 - uses phrases onlyr or atterrpts to use clauses

but produces incorrect or awl<ward structureso

0 - does not use subordinate clauses or phrases.

Each composition was þiven a score for each of the

thirteen individual factors as well as a total Sundbye score

which was obtained by simply adding the thirteen subscores.

The highest possible total Sundbye score was 26 (J-3x?) 
"

STATH'TEI\IT OF HYPOTHESES

58

The purpose of the study was to investigate the

effects of a sentenee expansion program on the reading com-

prehension and written composition of third-grade students"

Eff ects on mean T-unit length, cloze comprehensj.on scores,

and Sundbye Eval-uation scores were studied. Several main

questions were considered and nuLl hypotheses were formu-

lated in relation to each question.

I. After the treatment period, are there differences

among groups in perfonnance on Itevery fifth-wordlt deletion

cloze tests written at three 1evels of syntacti-c complexity?
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H.ì .r - There are no significant differences among
J-¡ I

the four groups on the posttest cloze scores,

HL.Z There are no signifieant differences in cloze

scores across the three levels of complexity

of cloze passages on the posttest"

Hl,3 There is no significant j-nteraction between

treatment group and level of complexity on

the posttest.

2o After a delay of three weeks, are there differences
- among groups in performance on Îtevery fifth-wordlt deletion

cloze tests written at three leve1s of syntactic complexity?

H2.I - There are no significant differences anong

the four groups on the delayed posttest cloze

scores.

H-, . There are no sÍgnificant differences in cloze
érá

scores across the three leve1s of eomplexity

of cloze passages on the delayed posttest"

Ho " There is no significant interaction between
/- c)

treatment group and leve1 of complexity on

the delayed posttest"

3, Are there differences among groups with respect üo

mean T-unit lengths cafculated from compositions written at

either posttest or delayed posttest times?

H3"I - There are no significant differences in mean

T-unit length among the four groups'



H" ) There are no significant differences irl
) o4

treatment group and test time.

4, Is there a relationship between mean T-unit length

and rhetorical faetorsr âs measured by the Sundbye scale?

H4,I - There ís no significant correlation between

total Sundbye score and mean T-unit length.

H4.2 There is no significant correl-ation between

mean T-unit length and any of the thirteen
Sundbye factor scores.

A ,O5 level- of significance was necessary before any

effects would be considered statistícalIy significant,

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

,3 
"3 

There is no significant interaction between

mean T-unit length across the three testing
periods,

The dependent variable, mean T-unit length, was

analyzed using a two-way factorial analysis of variance, con-

- sidering tttreatment?t as a factor with four Level-s and rrtest

timett as a factor with three levels"

For the dependent variable, cloze comprehension scores,

the posttest and delayed posttest results were analyzed separ-

ately. In each case, pretest cl-oze scores yùere used as the

covariate to control for any initial differences in compre-

hension ability. The analysis then consisted of a two-way

factorial analysis of covariance, considering rrtreatmentrt
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with

\
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factor with four levels and trcomplexitytt as a factor
three leve1s,

In both the analysis of variance for mean T-unit
length and the analysis of covariance for cloze comprehen-

sion scores, the concern was mainly with the interaction
effect since it would indicate that the sentence comblning

group behaved dlfferently under different levels of another

factor than did the Èhree other groups. Since the subject,s

were not randonly assigned to treatment groups the possibility
of inherent dj-fferences among sets of subjeets meant that the

interaction effect had more practical signifícance than the

treatment eff ect (Kirk , L969.) " .-

Although the study of Sundbye Eval-uations was intended

to be an exploratory analysis, statistical tests vrere planned.

Pearson Product-Moment correlations were computed to test the

significanee of the relationships between mean T-unit length

and total S,undbye score, and mean T-unit length and each of
the thirteen Sundbye factorso

ïn this chapter, the preliminary study, sample, design,

procedures, hypotheses, and statistical analysås have been des-

cribed" The preliminary work fo¡med the basis of the present

study. The treatment, design, and hypotheses were developed

as a result of the findings of the exploratory analysis of
third-gradersr compositions. The naberials for the cloze com-

prehension tests were chosen on the basis of the cloze test
trials" In Chapter l+, the findings and analyses of the actual
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wil-I be reported
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and irnplications
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and discussed, Chapter 5 will
study as well- as the main conclu-

for classroom practice and research,



Prior to the presentation of the findings, the

design and procedures of the study are bri-efly reviewed.

The main purpose of the study was to assess the

effects of a program of sentence expansion instruction on

the syntactic complexi-ty of studentst writing and on the

sËudents I reading comprehension of syntactically complex

naterial, The sentence expansion treatment groLlp was com-

pared to a group vrhich received a program of Directed Read-

ing Thi_::king Activities (DRTAs), a group whlch u¡as given

ttfree timett i-n place of a treatment, and a comparison group

which did not depart from their regular course of instruction"

The syntactic complexity of students t writing was

measured by the mean T-unit length calculated from samples

of free writing done at pretestr posttest, and delayed post-

test times. Reading eomprehension was measured using cloze

tests constructed, with an Itevery fifth-wordtt deletion Pat-

tern, from passages written at three different l-evels of syn-

tactic eomplexity. The levels of syntactic complecity ranged

from the students I productive level (PL) in terms of mean T-unit

length, to a level characterized by a mean T-unit length ap-

proximately eight words longer than that of the productive
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level (PL+8), Cloze comprehension was measured over these

three levels of conrplexity at both posttest and delayed

posttest times. A single cloze pretest was used as a covar-

iate to eontrol for differences among groups in cloze com-

prehensiori ability"
It was hypothesized that after the treatment períod,

the sentence expansi-on group might be better able than the

other groups to comprehend s¡mtactieally complex reading

naterial. Furthet:more, it was hypothesized that the experi-

mental sentence expansion group might, show a greater íncrease

in syntactic complexity of written composition from pretest

to posttest to delayed posttest as cornpared to the other

groups "

In addition, compositions written by the sentence

expansion group were evaluated according to thirteen factors

on the Evafuation Guide for Childrenrs Compositions (Sundbye,

L973) " This was an attempt to explore the relationship be-

tween the arhetorical measure of mean T-unit length and some

rhetorical aspects of written composition'

The findÍngs and analyses will be presented under

three main headings corresponding to the three dependent

variables - cloze comprehension Scores, mean T-unit J-ength,

and Sundbye evaluationse

CLOZE C OI.{PREHENSION SCORES

In the analysis of eloze comprehension scores r Post-
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test and delayed posttest findings vúere analyzed separ-

aüe1y. In each case, the pretest cloze scores were used

aS covariates to control statisticalty any di-fferences in

cloze comprehension ability which might have been present

and which might have confounded differences among treat-

ment groups. A 4 x 3 analysis of covariance incl-uding re-

peated measures was performed using the B¡{DP 2V program

(Dixon, 1975). The first factor, trtreatmenttt, consisted of

the four treatment groups. The second factor, ttcomplexityrtt

consisted of the three levels of syntactic complexity of

test passages which were labelled PL, Pt+4r and PLt$. Be-

cause of repeated measures on subjects in treatment groupst

critical values for the effects within groups were calcu-

fated using the formula fôr the Geisser-Greenhouse conserva-

tive F test (Winer , l97l-t'523) "

Posttest

In analyzillg the results of the cLoze posttests, the

main question being considered vúas Ìthether there would be

differences arnong groups in their performance on cloze tests

written at three levels of s.yntactic complexity. Three nuI1

hypotheses vûere fomulated relating to this question. The

results and analyses pertaining to each nuII hypothesis will

be discussed in this section.

HI.l_ - There were no significant differences among

the four treatment groups in posttest cLoze scores.

In Table 4,1 the group means on the posttest eloze
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passages are reported together with the means adjusted on

the basj-s of the covariate. Group 3, the r¡free timerr group,

vúas found to have had the highest mean score on each of the

three cloze passages, The mean score for this group on all

three cloze passages c ornbined was 31.?27 " The next highest

combined meari was 23.625 for Group I, the sentence expansion

group" Group lr, the reference group, had the third highest

mean, 22"611" The lowest combined mean was 20.85O for Group

2, the DRTA group"

Group 3 was also found to have had the highest mean

score on the cloze pretest" Their mean score was 35"083 as

compared to 31.083, 29.650, and 30.542 for Groups lr 2, and

l¡ respectively. It appears that Group 3 was markedly super-

ior to the other groups before the treatment period" In

this study the subjects were not randoml-y assigned to the

four treatment groups since intact elassroom groups were

used. In order to control for differences in comprehension

ability among groups, all posttest mean cl-oze scores were

adjusted using the pretest scores as covariates.

Inspection of the adjusted means revealed that, â1-

though the differences among groups had been reduced, the

adjusted means for eroup I were still consistently

higher than the adjusted means for the other three groups.

The adjusted means for Group 3 were 3?"887, 29.487, and

?5"687 on the three cloze passages PL, PL+4, and PL+$.

Group }Îs adjusted. rneans were 27 "93I, 27 '598, and 16"390



Mean Scores for Four Treatment Groups on Three
Cloze Passages at PosËtest Time Before

and After Covariate Adjustment

Group

(Unad just,ed)

S entenc e
Expansion

DRTA

rrFree Timen

Comparison-

All- Groups
Comb ined

Table l+ " 1

Covariate
Pretest

t-

2

3

u

3 1" 083

29 "650

35"080

30 " 5l+2

3r.7lo

PL PL+l+

( Adjusted )

I
2

3

L
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27 ,583 27 "25O L6 "Obz

?6"600 ?r"6io 14,300

34"760 3t"36O 27 "560

29,542 23 "75O W"542

PL+8

29 "806 26 "21+7 18 "376

. -A11
Passages
Combined

27 .g3r
27 "71+4

32,8t7

30.l-91

23 "625

?o,850

3L"227

22,6Lr

24,810

27 "598
22'794

29.487

2l+"399

L6 "3gO

J-5,l+l+4

?5 "697

15. r91



on the three cfoze passages" Adjusted means for Group

were 27 "71+b, 22.791+, and L5.l+l+4. For Group I' they were

3O,l9I, 2l+.399 ¡ and 15"19I'

The results of the analysis of covariance for post-

test cloze comprehension scores are summarized in Tab1e l+.?.

The F value computed for the main effect of treatment was

P
10.38 ('.01" oo 3 t+.O5). Since this F value reached the ,01

, röö
level of signif icance, HI.I was reiected and i-t was concluded

that there were significant differences among groups in cloze

comprehension perforrnance after the treatment period. This

conclusion must be interpreted rather cautiously. Because

students in Group 3r the ltfree timett group, scored higher

on the cloze pretest as well as on the posttests this sígni-

ficant effect cannot necessarily be attributed sol-ely to

differential effects of the various treatments"

. The covariance procedure was used to control for

initial- differences among students in cloze comprehension

ability" This was necessary because i¡rtact cLassroom groups

were used for the four 'treatment-groups. Neither the non-

random assignment of groups nor the difference among group

means on the covariate would necessarily invafidate or bias

the anafysis of covariance (Overall and Woodward, 1977). It

is possible, however, that the use of the cloze pretest as

a eovariate did not remove all of the variation due to ini-

tial differences i-n cloze comprehension ability. Thís may
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Analysis of Covariance for Cloze
Comprehension Posttests

Sourc e

Between Ss

Treatment( A)

Error

Withln Ss

Complexity( B)

AxB
Error

-Tab1e 4,2

SS

l.877.98438 3 625"99tr63 10"38 *.01
5307 "23t+38 88 60"3091+8
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rcriti-cal vaLues based on df determined bv Geisser-
Greenhouse Conservative F-test:
Complexity df = 1189

df

6395 "67 578

63 5 ,T 578t

t+7t2,26953

AxB

MS

2 3l-97.83789 r20,7g ,1..01*

6 fo5. 95963 I+ ,¡,05t

t78 26 "t+73b2

df = 3r8g

F P



have happened if the scores of the students in Group 3

displayed a ceiling effect on the cloze pretest, The

mean pretest c\oze score for Group 3 was (35"08+50 x 100)

70"16/" correct responses. This score is well above the 57%

cloze score identified by Bormuth (1968) as indicating the

independent reading level, This may mean that the cJoze

pretest was too easy to properly differentiate among students

of varying ability at the upper limits of the range. If that

were the case, then differences in cl..oze comprehension ability
between Group 3 and the other groups would have been under-

esti¡nated by the pretest, Consequently, the covariate ad-

justnrent in Group 3 scores would not have been great enough

to control for the initial- difference" The significant treat-
ment effect, therefore, may reflect the inherent superiority

of Group 3 rather than any real effect of the treatments"

HL"Z There were no significant diff erences in cLoze

scores across the three Levels of syntactic complexity of

cloze passages on the posttest"

In Table ll"1 it can be seen that the means for each

of the four groups decreased from eLoze passage PL to PL+l+ to

PL+8. The mean cloze score for all groups combined on cloze

passage PL rn¡as 29"806 comect restorations, Since there were

fifty d.eletions, this score is equal to 59.6L% correct res-

ponses (29.806 +50 x 1O0). This is above the 57/" identified

by Bormuth (L969) as indicabing an independent reading level.

The mean cloze Score for all groups combined on cloze pas-

7O



sage PL+ll. was 26"2t+7 or 52"49% correcË responses" According

to Bormuth ?s criteria this score indicates an instructional
reading level, The overall mean cLoze score ot p""""g" PL+8

vüas only 18"376 or 36"?5% v¡hich indicates a frustration level,

In the anaLysis of covariance (Table I+"2), the F

value calculated for the main effect of complexity was l.2O"79.

The df determi-ned by the Geisser-Greenhouse formula were

1r(N-T) or 1189, therefore the main effect of complexity !'¡as

considered bo be significant (P'o51rg9 = 3.96') . The slgnifi-
cant complexity effect led to the rejection of Hl,Z and it
was concfuded that there htere significant differences in

cloze scores across the three levels of syntactic complexity

of passages at posttest time, This effect was to be expected

because the calcuLated readability of the passages increased

from the least complex passage (PL) the most complex passage

(Pt+8). The significant F test for this effect confirmed

that the syntactic complexit5' of test passages did affect

readability of those passages ø

H- There was no significant interaction between--1.3

treatment group and level- of s¡mtactic complexity of cloze

passages on the posttest.

The analysis of covariance (Table l+"2) resulted in

an F value of ll,"00 for the interaction effect" Again the

Geisser:Greenhouse formula was used to determi¡le df = (T-1),

(N-T) = 3r89. Becau"" P .O5.,rgg = 2,72 the j¡nteraction effect

was considered to be significant' HI"3 vùas therefore re-

7L
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jected and it was concluded that there was a significant

interaction between treatment group and l-evel of syntactic

complexiÈy of test passage at posttest time" This was

interpreted to mean that the treatment groups behaved dÍf-

ferently at different leve1s of. complexity.

This significant interaction was further probed by

performing a trend analysis using orthogonal polynomials

(Keppel, 1973) " The purpose of the trend analysis was to

specify the nature of the interaction between treatnent group

and complexiüy of test passage, The questions being investi-

gated Ìrere: a) ürhat is the nature of the trend in cLoze scores

across levels of complexity? b) tliere the trends in cloze scores

across levels of complexity the same for all groups? c) If the

trends were not the same for afl groups how did they differ?

The results of the trend analysis are presented in Table l+'3.

The answer to the first question, trl'Ileat was the nature

of the trend in the cloze scores across levels of complexityJtt

was obtained by using orthogonal pollmomials to determine

whether the trend was primarily linear or quadratic " Figure

4.1 gives illustrations of finear and quadratic. trends"

The F value for the linear component of the complex-

ity effect was found to be 201'86' since t.ott-no = 6.96,
-tu/

it was concluded that there was a significant linear compon-

ent in the trend of cloze scores across levels of complexity.

The F value for the quadratic component of the trend was LZ"b'



Sourc e

( Linear)
Complexíty

Oomplexity x
Treatment

Complexity for
Treatment I

Complexity for
Treatment 2

Complexity for
Treatment 3

Complexity for
Treatment 4

Error
( Quadratic )

Complexity

Complexity x
Treatment

Complexity for
Treatment 1

Complexity for
Treatment 2

Complexity for
Treatment 3

Complexity for
Treatment 4

Error

Summary of the Trend Analysis for
Posttest Cloze Scores

Table 4"3

SSdfMSF

6114 "79297

38/+ .31860

L5g8 "52

L5r2 "g

6t+7 "gg8

2699,g

2696 "O7OA7

290,88b03

?5L.1+453

t+73 "06

19 "24

"62

46.69

20L6 "20288

I

t)

6rw.7g2g7

l_2 8. 10ó20

l598.52

I5I2.9

6b7.gg8

2699 .g

30 "?929L

280 " 88403

83 " 81509

473.06

19 ,24

,67

46.69

22 "65396

20r"86

4 "23

52.77

49.91+

2t"39

gg .L3l
B9

ì. ,01

*"01

*.01

* .01

*.01

* "01

L2"l+ -'i'"01

3 "7 ;'>i'' 05

20 " 88 +,01-

I
Êo

,85 N. S,

,03 N.S.

2 "06 N"S,
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This also was signif icant ( P.011r g9 = 6.96) . Since the

sum of squares for the main effecÈ of complexity was

6395"67578 and the sum of squares for the linear component

of the complexity effect was 61W"79297, the linear compon-

ent accounted for 95"6/" (6r& "79297 + 6395"67578 x 100) of

the trend in cloze scores across leve1s of complecity. It

was concluded therefore that, in general-, cloze scor€s de-

creased from passage PL to PL+4 to PLIB and that the de-

crease was fairly systematic"

In order to answer the question, rtl,{ere the trends

in cloze Scores across Levels of complexity the same for

all groups?tt, the linear and quadratic components were com-

puted for the interaction between treatment grouP and Syn-

tactic complexity of cloze passages. The trend components

of the interaction consist of the variability among groups

in the trends after.the variabilit,y due to the trend com-

ponents of the main effect of complexity have been removed

( KeppeÌ, t973).

In Table l+.3, it can be seen that the F vafue for

the ]inear component of the complecity x treatment inter-

action was 1r.23. This was signif icant at the "O5 l-evel
,P ^-(.^ "053;g9 = 2.72) " It was concluded that there were signifi-

cant differences among groups in the linear components of

their trends in cloze Scores across l-eveIs of complexity"

The F value for the quadratic component of the

interaction was also signif icant (Fl ,89 = 3,7, 1.053,gg =
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2.72) " This means that there were also sígnificant dif-
ferences among groups in the quadratic components of their
trends in cloze scores across level-s of complexity,

The question ttHow do the four groups differ ln their
trends of cloze scores across levels of complexity?Ît was

probed by performing a trend analysis of sjmple main ef-

f ect (Keppel , J..973l. . This was done by partitioni-ng the

simple main effeets into l-inear and quadratic trend com-

ponents. In other words, the trend components were tested

separately for each group as if the calcul-ations vüere being

performed on four separate single-factor experiments"

The linear trend components cal-culated for each of

the four groups are reported in Table 4.3" The F values

were 52.77 for Group 1, 49"91+ for Group 2, 2I.39 for Group 3t

and 89.f3 for Group t+ (t.otrrgg = 6"96). The Linear com-

ponent of the trend was significant for each of the separate

groups. This means that, for each group, cloze performance

decreased from the least complex passage (PL) to the most

complex passage (PL+8)" Treatment Group 3r the trfree timett

group, contributed the Least to the linear component of the

trend, showing that the decrease in cloze scores across

levels of complexity was less marked for this group than

for the other groups. This may indicate that the effect of

the coniplexity of the passage on reading comprehension is
greater when the material is difficul-t for the reader than

when it is refatively easy.



In Table lr,3 it can also be seen that the quadratic

component of the trend vúas significant only for Group It

the sentence expansion group' The F value for this group

was 20.88 (P ,011,g9 = 6.96). F values for Groups 2t 3,

and l¡ were .85, .08, and 2.06 respectively" These F vaJues

were not found to be significant at the "O5 level (P.O5l-rB9 =

3.96)" This means that, although cloze scores for all groups

decreased from PL üo PL+8, the shape of the curve in the

cloze scores when plotted on a graph was significantly dif-

f erent for Group 1. The perforrnance of this group was con-

stant from PL to PL+4 and then decreased to PL+8. In all

other groups, the cloze Scores decreased systematically from

PL to PLrb to PL+$. These performance trends can be seen

in Figure l+"2"

Delaved Posttest

77

In analyzing the results of the delayed posttest of

cloze comprehension, the main question being considered was

whether, after a delay of three ueeks, there would be dif-

ferences anong groups in their perfornance on cloze tests

written at three leve1s of syntactic complexity. The three

nuLl hypotheses formulated and the analyses of results were

the same as for the Posttest"

H2,l_- There hrere no significant diff erences alnong

the four treatment groups on the delayed posttest cfoze

scores.

Group means on the deJ-ayed posttest cloze passages
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are reported in Table 4,4 along with group means adjusted

on the basis of the covariate, pretest cloze scores, Again,

it can be seen that Group 3, the rrfree tfu9tt group consist-

ently scored higher than all other groups" Their mean

score for the three passages combined was 3l+"L39 as eom-

pared to 28"524, 22r87O, and 27.806 for Groups 11 2 and 4.

Even after the covariate adjustnent, the means for Group 3

were higher than those of the other groups on each cloze

passage.

Results of the analysis of covariance for the de-

layed posttests (Table t+.5) were similar to those for the

posttest. The maln effect of treatment vras found to be
D

significant (F3 
rg2 = 5"81; 

"o13 rgz = 4.o7 )" tr" r t.t

therefore rejected and it was concluded that there were

sígnificant differences among ttre four treatment groups in

eloze comprehension scores on the delayed posttest' As on

the posttest this significant treatment effect refl-ects the

superíority of Group 3o the t¡free timett group, rather than

any dífferences due to the actual treatmentso

HZ.Z There were no significant differences in

c\oze scores across the three levels of syntactic complexity

of cloze passages on the delayed posttest"

In Table 4"4 it can be seen bhat the mean cloze

score for all .groups combined on the passage PL was 36"437 "

In passage PL+4 it was 30"034 and on passage PL+8 it was

lg,5t+l+" In the a'alysis of covaria'ce (Tab1e t+"5), the



Iiiean Scores
Passages

Group

for Four Treatment Groups on Three Cloze
at Delayed Posttest Tiine Before and

After Covariate Adjustment

(Unad justed )

Sentenc e
Expansion

DRTA

ItFree timerr

Comparison-

All Groups
Comb ined

Table 4.4

0ovariate
Pretest

I
2

?

Tþ

3 1.093

29 "650

35"080

30 " 5l+2

3l-"7lO

PL
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( Adjusbed )

1
l

2

3

l+

PL+4

36.238

30"778

39 "792

27 .5OO

36 "l+37

PL+8

3l-.52/.+

22.333

? Ã ???
.¿ ).)J)

29 "2o8

30.034

AIl
Passages
Combined

17 "810

15. 500

27 "292

16.708

19 "541+

36 "680

3?"270

37 "522

38.263

28 ,521+

22.870

34 ":..39

?7,906

28.7O5

3r.966

2),825

33.064

29 .g7 r

r8,252

16 "gg2

25 "O22

17.l+7I



Table 4.5

Analysis of Covariance for Cloze Comprehension
Delayed Posttests

Sourc e

Between Ss

Treatment( A)

Error

i{ithin Ss

complexiry(B) L223g "35156 2 6119 "67578 189.83 *'01-

Ax B 6t+4.5g3?5 6 107't+3228 3"33 +"O5+

Error 535L84766 l.66 32"23703

SSdfMSF

81

1528 "96O9t+ 3

7198.09766 8?

rcritical val-ues
Greenhouse Cons ervat ive
Complexity df = 1,83
AxB

509 ,653 56

87,78168

df = 3183

5"81 *"01-

based on df determined bY Geisser-
F-test:



main effect of comPlexitY

(Ftrg3 E rg9.g3r t.ottrg3

of posttest results, the

used to determi-ne df for

the basi-s of the analysis of covariance, Hr,, was rejected

and. it was concluded that there vilere signifícant differ-

ences in cLoze scores across the three fevels of slmtactic

complexity of delayed posttest cloze passages"

82

was found to be signifícant
a 6"99). As in the analysis

Geisser-Greenhouse formula was

the within-subjects effects. 0n

treatment group and leve} of conrplexity of cloze passages

on the delaYed Posttest.
The analysis of covariance (ta¡te I+.5) resulted in

an F val-ue of 3 33 for the interaction between treatment

and complexity, Sinc" P' O53r83 = 2.73, the effect of the

interaction was considered to be significant. H?,3 was re-

jecbed and it was concluded that there was a significant

interaction between treatmenb group and complexity of test

passage. The trend analysis of sirnple mai¡r effects for de-

layed posttest results is surnnarized in Table l+'6' As in

the posttest findings the main effect of complexi-ty was

characterized by a signif icant l-inear component (ttr*, =

284"93t pzool), and a significant quadratic component

(Ffrg3 * 9"26, p¿.Ol).

The significant l-inear component of the interaction

(F3rg3 - 3"61+, pz,OJ) means that the groups differed in the

H2.3 There was no significant interaction between



Table l+"6

Surmary of the Trend Analysis for Delayed
Posttest Cloze Scores

Sourc e

( Linear )

Complexity

Complexity x
Treatment

Complexity for
Treatment I

Complexity for
Treatment 2

Complexity for
Treatment 3

Cornplexity for
Treatment l+

Error

( Quadratic )

Complexity

Complexity x
Treatment

Complexity for
Treatment 1

ComplexÍty for
Treatment 2

Connplexity for
Treatnnent 3

Complexity for
Treatment 4

Error

SS

I2O33 "4219

46r "7 8r5

3565 "93L6

2roo.6923

r87 5.0000

5187.5222

3 505 .3t*64

df MS

I2O33.42t9

L53 "9272

3565,93L6

2100.6923

l.87 5,0000

5l.87.5?22

t+2 "233I

B3

.c

281+.93

3 "64

8l+ '43

49.7b

4L.l+0
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linear components of the trends Ín their eloze scores

across level-s of complexity. The F vafue for the quadratic

component of the interaction was ?"7U, a figure which barely

reached significance since P,053rg3 
= 2.?3. It was eon-

cluded that the groups also differed in the quadratic con-

ponents of the trends in their cloze scores across levels

of complexity.

The trends in perforanance across levels of com-

plexity for all groups were characterj-zed by a significant
linear component. The F vafues ?ùere 8l+.43 , l+9,74, l+b"4},

and 122.83 for Groups 1, 2, 3, and lr (".Otr,g3 = 6.99).

In each group cl-oze scores decreased across Jevels of com-

plexity" The quadratic component, however, v'tas significant
only for the sentence expansion group. The F vafues were

12"75, .35, ?.3L, and 3"185 for Groups l, 2, 3 and lr

(P'Of-, Ê? = 6.99, P'051 e? = 3"g7).. rt was concluded that
Lro) !¡())

cloze scores for Group 1, the sentence expansion groupr did

not decrease systematically across the ttree l-evels of com-

plexity. fn Figure l*"3 the performance trends for the four

treatment groups are compared.

The quadratic component of the trend in scores of

the experimental sentence combining group had decreased con-

siderably between the time of the posttests and the delayed

posttests. The F value had decreased from 20.88 to !2"75"

The difference in the trends of the sentence combining

group scores at these two test ti¡nes can be Seen in Figurê 4'lr"
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This decrease in the quadratic component of the trend

seems to indj-cate that the effects of the sentence expan-

sion treatment on cloze comprehension, although sti1l sig-

nificant after a three week delayr fiây not be long lived"

These findings får the cloze comprehension tests led

to the concl-usion that the sentence expansion treatment did

affect the studentsr reading comprehension. The effect was

an improvement in the reading comprehension of passage PL+l¡r

but not of passage PL+8. This could mean one of two things.
Perhaps the sentence combining expansion had the effect of
improving comprehension of reading material- r,;ritten at a

level slightly above the students I productive level in terns

of syntactic complexity, but was not able to affect compre-

hension of a passage considerably more complex than the pro-

ductive level-. Alternatively, because of the many sentence-

combining transformations involved in the writing of the

most complex passage, PL+8, it may have been too comploc to

make much sense to anyone, The overall mean cloze scores

for passage PL+8 were L8,376 or 37.75% correct responses on

the posttest and l9.541+ or 39,O9% correct responses on the de-

layed posttest" The percentages are both below tlne b[% cri-
teria set by Bormuth for instructional leve] and therefore

this passage could be considered to be at the frustration
level of these studentso

Cloze Completion Errors

87

Because the error rate was so much higher on cloze
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passage PL+8 than on passage PL, a comparative analysis of

the types of completion errors made in these two passages

wasundertaken'Fivesubjectswererandomlyselectedfrom
the sentence expansion group, Although in the original analy-

sis of c koze tests an exact scoring method was used, the post-

test cloze responses of these five subjects h¡ere studied to

determine what pereentage of cloze completion errors were ac-

ceptablewords.Inmakingthedecisionastowhetheracom-
pletion response was acceptable, punctuation was ignored" If

a response made sense semantically and grammatiCally, it was

considered acceptable even if the punctuation was then incor-

rect, The judgment of semantic and grammatical acceptability

was based on the guidel-j-nes proposed in the &eading Miscue

InventorY (Goodman and Burke , l:g72) ' A response was considered

acceptable if it resuLted in a sentence that was meaningful

within the context of the passage. If a completion response

produced two T-units where the original passage had only onet

it was labelled a ttsimplifyingtt response'

€.go l¡Iallace had not gone lar when he came to a

river in the woods he sat down to think""

Theresultsofthiserroranalysisaresunmarized
in Table 4.7. Over 20% of all errors made on cLoze passage

pL+8 by these f i.ve students were simplifying responses ' No

sÍmplifying responses occurred' on passage PL' Apparentlyt

students tried to simplify this syntactically complex pas-

sagebyincreasingthenumberofT-units,therebyreducing
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PL

PLfS

PL
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PL
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9 /IT
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77%

75%
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o /L3
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o/Lr
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o/g

4/17

a/v
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13%
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o%
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the mean T-unit length" This was accomplished by undoing

some of the senbence-combining transfomati-ons"

IUEAN T-UNIT LHIGTH

At pretest time the mean T-unit length foqwritten
compositions calculated across the total sample of third-
graders was 8"1+5. This figure is slight,ly higher than

Huntts (L965) mean of 7.67 and Lobanls (lgZ0) mean oî 7,60

for third-grade samples" This difference may be partly ac-

counted for by the fact that Hunt and Loban examined exposi-

tory wrÍting while the present study dealt with narrative

writing.
In analyzing the results for the dependent variable

mean T-unit length, the main question being considered was

whether there would be differences among groups Ín mean

T-unit length at either the posttest or the delayed posttest

times. Three nulL hypotheses were investigated and each will
be discussed in the following secüion,

H3,I - There were no significant differences among

groups in mean T-unit lengths calculated flom their written
compos itions .

The mean T-unit lengths found for each group, at pre-

testr postüest, and delayed posttest times are recorded in
Table 4.8. Treatment Group 3, the tffree timen group, had

the highest mean T-unít length at pretest time. Their mean

v,ras 8,91:2 as compared to 8.746, 8"182 and 7"8¿Þ0 for Groups



Mean T-Unit Lengths in Written Compositions
of Four Treatment Groups at

Three Test Times

Group

Sentenc e
Expansion-1

DRTA -2
tlFree Timeft3

Compari-
son 4

Oombi¡red

Tab1e 4.8

Pretest

I "746
8.182

8.9L2

7 "81+O

I "l+51+.

q'l

Posttest

I "71+5

7 "71+2

g .a26

B "774
I "607

DeJ-ayed
Posttest

g.Lo6

7 "747

8"148

8.485

8.386

Combined

g .866

7 "89O

8,696

I "366

I "¿,,82
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1, 2e and 4 respectively. At posttest time, Group 3 stilf
had the highest mean T-unit length. Theír mean was 9.0?6

as compared to 8.7tn5r 7"7t+2, and 8.774 for Groups 1, 2, and

4" 0n the delayed posttest, howevero Treatment Group 1, the

sentence expansion group, had a mean T-unit length of 9"106

which was higher than the means of 7 "71+7, 8"148, and 8.485

found for Groups 2, 3, and 4"

'l{hen the overall- mean T-unit length was ca}culated

by combining resul-ts for the pretest, posttest, and delayed

posttest compositions, the mean for Group I was 8,866, which

was hÍgher than the means of 7.890, 8,696, and 8"366 found

for Groups 2, 3, and l+"

' A 4 x 3 factorial analysis of variance includÍng

repeated measu¡.res htas executed using the Bl,lDP 2V prograrn

(Dixon, 1975) " The first factor, treatment group, con-

sisted of: 1) experimentaf sentence expansion treatment,

2) DRTA treatment, 3) free-time, and '/¡) control, The second

factor, test time, consisted of the repeated measures; 1) pre-

test, 2) posttest, and 3) delayed posttest. Table l¡.p sum-

narizes the results of this analysis of varianceo

The main effect of treatment was not found to be

significant (t3rgr- = 2.1+5, '.o53rgf = 2,73). H3,1 *." there-

fore accepted and it was concluded that there were no signifi-
cant differences among the four treatment groups in mean

Tiunit length,

H., ^ There were no significant differences in the) ø/.



'Table lr'9

Analysis of Vari-ance for Mean
T-Unit Length

Sourc e

Between Ss

Treatment( A)

Error

Within Ss

Test Time(B)

AxB
Error

SS

33.76]-5

372 "5298

df

L.8396

22.?356

3t+t+"863 5

3

81

MS

Ir.2538

L" 599r

¿

6

l.62

F P, 05

2.45

o,gt-98

3 "7059

2.1288

2 "73

o.43

r.7 b

3,O5

2 "77
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mean T-unit length of written compositíons vsritten at pre-

test¡ posttest, and delayed posttest times "

In the analysis of variance (Tabl-e þ.8) the main

effect of test time lvas not found to be significant
(Fzrt6z = o.b3, ' "05rr...62 = 3,05) " H3,2 r"" accepted and

it was concluded that there were no significant differences

in mean T-unit length at pretest, posttest, Ðd delayed

posttest t j-mes 
"

u - There was no significant interaction between"3 '3
treatment group and test time for the dependent variable
mean T-unit length"

The F value found for the treatment x tesÈ time

i-nteraction was L,7l+. This value failed to reach signifi-
canc e at the .O5 l-eve1 ,t.056 ,16? = 2.77 ) " H3 .j was acc epted

and it was concl-uded that there was no significant inter-
action between treatment group and time of test.

SUNDBYE EVALUArJONS

Pretest, posttest, and delayed- posttest compositions

of the experimental sentence expansion group were eval-uated

for rhetorical- quality using thirteen selected factors from

the Evaluat j-on Guid e for Chil-dren 1s Compos itions ( Sundbye,

L973). The main purpose of this part of the analysis was to

explore the relationship between rhetorical and arhetoriôal

aspects of studentst writing. Ilvo specific nufl hypotheses

will be discussed in this section and also several incidental



obs ervations,
Ir There was no significant correlation be-'^l}.1

tween mean T-unit length and overal-J Sundbye evafuation

of written compositionso

Pearson product-moment comelation coefficients
were computed to ascertain the relatj-onships among three

measures total Sundbye score, mean T-unit length, and

total cJ'oze comprehension scores. Table l+.f0 reports the

results of these computations" Significance levels are

based on eighteen pairs of observations. The correlation
coefficient for total Sundbye score and mean T-unit length

did not reach the .05 leveJ of significance ("fg = "24¡
p>.05)" H, .1 wâ.s therefore accepted and it was concluded4"L
that there was no significant correl-ation between mean T-unit
length and overall Sundbye evaluation of written compositions.

Neither the comelation between cloze comprehension

and mean T-unit length ("fg = ,O9, p>"O5) nor the correla-
tion between cloze comprehension and Sundbye scores (rtg @

-.04, p>"05) hrere found -to be significant. It appears that,
in this study, there was littl-e or no relationship among

the three dependent variables"

H4"Z There was no significant correlation between

mean T-unit length and any one of the indivÍdual Sundbye

faetors "

Table 4.11 reports correlations between each of the

i¡dividual Sundbye subscores with a)total Sundbye score,

95



Tabl-e 4" 10

Intercorrelations Among Tota]
Mean T-Unit Length, and Total

Sundbye

T-Unit

Cl-oz e

(¡J
P

96

= lg)
'0516 = .&68

Sundbye

Sundbye Score,
Cloze Score

T-Unít

.24

Cloze

- "04

.09



Correlations of Sundbye Subscores with Total Sundbye
Score, Mean T-Unit Length,and Tota1 Cloze Score

Subscore

I
2

3

b

5

6

7

rl

9

10

11

T2

+18

Table I+. l-I

Total Sundbve
Score

-.23

.07

.42

-.20
?r7t&+

o I lln

" 56+

" 5l+*

"02
d4&J.

ø | <-+1

.52*

,69**

.39

"l+9*

Mean
T-Unit
Length

97

-,2L

"03

- "11

.13

"32

.27

.35

" 1,0

,00

"01
.!7

-.o5

- "06

Cl'oze
Comprehens ion

Score

.01_

.Ol+

-.o3
.22

.0ó

,06

"22

- "32

-"01+

- "30

-"13

.L5

-,13

(N 1 '18)

** H.OltÊ = .5gO
n

+ "'.051g = ,468

t Factor 18 is not
stu.dents.

norrnally used with primary grade



b)mean T-unit length, and c )cl-oze comprehension score'

Since none of the Sundbye subscores were found to be cor-

related with mean T-unit length at a level beyond p = "O5,

tr*", *"" accepted and it was coneluded that there was no

significant correl-ation betv¡een mean T-unit length and any

of the individual Sundbye factorso

In additlon, it wás noted that none of the Sundbye

factors r¿as significantly correlated with eLoze comprehen-

sion. As could be expectedr several of the individual

Sundbye factors were found to be significantly correlated

with total Sundbye score, The single subscores which were

significantly correlated with total Sundbye score, irl order

of their predictive value, lttere:

llf The child maintains a siurple time sequence in

his story ("Ig = ,77, p',01)

#9 The child uses co-ordinators to combine some

sentence elements ("r-g = "72, p2"01)

#ff tfre child uses a third person rather than an

egocentric point of view ("fg = '68, pz,Ol)

ff6 tne child uses modifiers for nouns and verbs

( 
"1g = .56 , p¿ro5)

fl The child gives his story a title (rfg = '51+, P¿.O5\

ItO ffre child manipulates sounds and rhythrns of words

in his writing (.fg = .52, pz.O5)

#18 The child uses subordinate clauses and phrases

in his sentences ("r-g a .l+9, P/-"O5).

oÊ



The flndings for the cLoze comprehension tests indi*

cated that the syntactie complexiÈy of the cl-:oze passages

did affect the students I comprehension of those passages "

When the percentage of correct restorations for each eLoze

passage were compared to Bormuthts (L969 ) criteria for read-

i-ng levels, it was noted that cloze passage PL, which was

written at the students t approximate productive level, was

within the range of their independent reading l-evel. In

oÈher words, students could read such material- independently

with littIe or no difficulty. Cloze passage PL+l¡, written

slightly above the students ? productive level, r,rtas lvithin the

range of their instructional- reading leveI" Material such as

this would be suitable for instruction jn reading, that is,

students could read it with some help from their teacher.

Cloze passage PL+$, written at a fevel considerably above the

studentsr produetive level, was l^tithin the range of their

frustration reading level. Students would be unable to satis-

faetorily comprehend material written at this leve1.

The readability levels of the three cl-oze passages,

calculated accord.ing to the Spaehe readability formula (Spache,

lg53), were grade 1.9 for passage PL, grade 2.b8 for passage

PJ,flr, and grade 2,97 for passage PL+8. Since the students

who partic ipated in the study were in the latter half of

grade three and the readability grade l-evels were all below

grade three, it would seem likeJ-y that these students would

DISCUSSION
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be able to read all of these passages satisfactorily" The

cloze comprehension scores, however, indicated that the

passage PL{8 was at the frustration level of these students,

The factors contributing to the estimate of readabilit,y in

the Spache formula are proportion of ttunfamiliarrt words and

sentence length. It is apparent that syntactic complexity

is a factor which affects readability to some extent, but

the Spache readability formula does not take this into account.

The results of the trend anaÌysis suggest that the

sentence expansion treatment had the effect of i-mproving

studentst readj-ng comprehension of a passage written with a

mean T-unit length four words longer than that of their pro-

ductive Ieve1, but that it did not affect comprehension of a

passage which had a mean T-unit length eight words longer

than that of their productive l-evel. This could mean that
the sentence expansi-on treatment could only improve reading

comprehension of complex syntactic structuires up to a cer-

tain point. Another possibility is that in the cloze pas-

sage PL+8¡ because it was rewrÍtten to have such long T-unitst

the language was somewhat unnatural or contrived, and there-

fore was difficult for anyone to understand.

Previous research findings vüere inconclusive regard-

ing the effect of sentence expansion treatment on reading

comprehension (Fisher, 1974; Hughes , 1975; Klassen, 1976).

The fack of consistent findings could be a result of varia-

tions in the instruments used to test reading comprehension"



The findings of the present study indicate that the sentence

expansion treatment improved reading comprehensj-on of mater-

ials written at one Jevel of syntactic omplexity (ei,+4¡, but

not at the others (PL and PL+8),

After the present study was concluded, Straw (I97S)

reported finding that syntactic complexity of cloze passages

affected reading comprehensj-on. Strawts fourth-grade students

performed significantly better on the two more complex pas-

sages (mean T-unit lengths of eight and thirteen words ) than

on the l-east complex passage (mean T-unit J-ength of 5 words).

In the present study, third-grade students I cloze scores

were lowest for the most complex passage, PLIS (mean T-unit

length of L7"59 ivords). It appears that passages that are

either much more complex or much less complex than the stu-
dents r productive level are difficult to comprehend. It
seems then that, if materials used to test reading comprehen-

sion are ei-ther too simple or too complex in terms of syn-

tactic complexity, the effects of a sentence expansion treat-
ment may not be detected"

The analysis of the errors made on the cloze comple-

tion tests revealed that, in the most complex passage, stu-
dents had a tendency to ùry to sirnplify the text by revers-

ing some of the sentence-combining tiansformations. The

errors that they made often had the effect of changing one

T-unit into two or more T-units" The students would often

do this even when the Þunctuation made it evident that their

l-01
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response was not correct. lrlhen students made this type of
ttsirnptÍfyingtt response, the resu]t was a sentence that r,üas

meaningful within the context of the passage but somewhat

different than the original text.
In the analysis of arhetorical aspects of students I

written composítionsr Do significant differences among

groups in mean T-unit length was found, It seems that

either the sentence expansi-on treatment had no real effect

on the syntactíc complexity of students I writing or the

variable mean T-unit length was so unreliably measured that

no effects could be detected.

Other researchers have reported significant increases

in the mean T-unit length of students t compositions after

sentence expansion treatment (0tHare, 1973; Hughes t 1975;

Combs o 1976; Mi1ler and Ney, 1968; Straw, 1978) " There are

several possible reasons for the failure to find significant

results on this variable in the present study' These reasons

can be separated into two eategories: 1) reasons why the

treatment may not have had any effect, and 2) reasons why

the effect may not have been detected.

several factors may have limited bhe effect of the

sentence expansion treatment. The first of these factors is

the length of time spent on the treatment. It is possible

that the eight lessons in sentence combining were insufficient

to significantly affect the writing of third grade students'

The total amount of time spent on the treatment r^¡as about
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four hours, considerably less than the twenty hours spent

by combls group, Ðd the year long programs instituted by

OÎHare, and Miller and Ney.

The second factor is the grade level of the students 
"

rt is possible that third-grade students are not able to
increase their mean T-unit length as easily as older stu-
dents" subjects in the OlHare and combs studies were

seventh-grade students while Miller and Neyts subjects v,rere

fourth-graders.

A third possible faetor is the emphasis of t,he sent-
ence expansion treatment. It is possible that in the present

study, the mphasis was on discovering the reÌaùionship be-

tween surface and deep structures, whereas in other studies
the emphasis may have been on producing complex sentences,

This may also explain why the sentence'expansion treatment
appears to have improved students I reading comprehension but
not the syntactic complexity of their writing"

several factors may have prevented the detection of
possíble effects of the sentence expansion treatnent. The

first of these factors is the length of the samples of written
compos ition.

The written compositions analyzed in the present study

hrere varied in length. subjects were merely asked to write a

story about a certain picture. No time limits were imposed

and subject,s wrote as much as they wished. The resul_t was

that compositi-ons ranged in length from about forty-five words
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to three hundred and fifteen words" Since the mean T-unit

length was the measure used in the analysis of variance

the differences in length of compositions did not interfere
wit,h the analysis" It is possible, however, that these

samples gave an unreliable measure of mean T-unit length.

The second factor whÍch may have prevented the de-

tection of possible treatment effects is the fact that stu-

dents were given a choice of three pictures to stimulate

the writing at each test time" Although all compositions

were in the narrative mode, there may have been differences

in mean T-unit within subjects that were related to their
choice of writing stimuli.

A thid factor which must be considered is the mode

of compositions. The present study dealt only with the nar-

rative compositions whereas other researchers have consi-dered

expository compositions. It has been found that mean T-unit

length varies between modes of composition within individuals
(Britton, 1975). It,is possible that mean T-unit length is

not measured as reliably in narrative composftions as in ex-

posibory compositions "

The fourth factor involved in the detection of treat-
ment effects is the method of measuring syntactic competenceo

It is possible that, although students learned to produce

complex sentences in a somevùhat structured situation, this
Iearning was not applied in a free writing situation. In

other words, when given a number of kernel sentences and



asked to combine them in some wâYr students could produce

complex sentences, but in their free writings they would

not necessarily produce the same kinds of sentences' In a

rewriting task, students are gi-ven a passage written in
many short sentences and are asked to rewrite it. Hunt

(L977 ) proposed a rewriting task as a means of testing
studentsr syntactic maturÍ'ty because it eliminates differ-
ences in the content of the writing and it requires less

time. It is possible that a rewriting rather than a free

writÍng task woul-d better measure the kind of learning that

results from sentence expansi-on practice.

The findings of this study indicated a very low re-

lationship between rhetorical and arhetorical aspects of

studentsi writing" Longer T-units were not necessarily

associated with high rati-ngs of rhetorical- quality in the

sentence expansion group. None of the bhirteen rhetorical

factors rated vüere significantly correlated with mean T-unit

length. 0f particular importance is the fact that neither

the use of modifiers nor the use of subordinate clauses and

phrases was found to be significantly corelated with mean

T-unit length. This suggests that either long T-units were

often achieved through the use of structures other than modi-

fiers o clauses u and phrases, or the ratings of Sundbye factors

were not particularly accuratec

The índividual Sundbye factors which were most highly

related to total Sundbye score measured the child rs ability

105
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to a) maintain a tíme sequence, b) use co-ordinatorst

c) avoid egocentricity, d) use modifiers, e) give an appro-

priate title, f) manipulate sounds and words to create cer-

tain effects, and g) use subordinate clauses and phrases"

It seems that factors such as organization of ideas, point

of view, and choice of words are more important to rhetori-
cal quality than the use of complex sentences'

In this chapter the findings for three dependent

variables have been reported and discussed. The dependent

variabfes were cloze comprehensionr mean T-unit length, and

Sundbye evaluation. It appears that sentence expansion in-
structj.on improved cloze comprehensj-on of syntactically

complex material but did not improve mean T-unit length in

written composition. Rhetorical and arhetorical- aspects of

studentsf compositions did not appear to be highly related"



suMuARY, CONCLUSIONS, AtüD II',IPLIGATIONS

SUMX,IARI

The primary purpose of this study was to assess

the effects of sentence expansion practice on third-grade
studentsl reading comprehension of passages w'ritten at vary-

ing levels of syntactic maturity, and on the syntactic com-

plexity of their written language. A secondary purpose was

to explore the rel-ationship between rhetorical and arhetor-
ical aspects of the sentence expansion group Îs compositions.

The sentence expansion instruction aimed at assist-
ing students to combine two or more kernel sentences to pro-

duce a more complex sentence indicative of more mature rvrit-
ing" An increase in complexity could be accomplished through

the use of modifiers, phrases, clauses, or co-ordinating

subjects or predicates. Previous research had shown that
sentence expansion practice appeared to l-ead to an increase

in the structural complexity of the writing of seventh-

graders (Melfon, 1969; 0rHare, 1973; Combs, 1976), of fourth-
graders (llitler and Ne¡', 1968), and even of second-graders

(Hil-fman, I97O; Toung, 1973) " The relationship between

quantitative and qualitative aspects of composition is an

f07

Chapter
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lmportant one (Lundsteen, 1976; Cooper, 1977), but the

sentence expansion studies dÍd not conclusivel"y show that

increased structural complexity resuLted in improvement

in overall quality (Mellon, L969; OtHare, L973; Combs,

Lg76) .

There is some evidence that suggested that readíng

comprehension was facilitated when reading material-s vJere

patterned after the students t productive language in terms

of syntactic complexity and types of structures used (Smith,

L97A; Tatham, l97O; Peltz , L97b) " In additíon, some studies

suggested that a studentrs reading comprehension is refated

to his oral use of slmtactically complex structures (Bougere,

1969; Harris , 1975) " There is little agreement, however, âs

to whether increasing studentsl use of eomplex structures

through sentence expansion instruction wilL resul-t in im-

proved reading comprehension (Hilfman, I97O; Hugþes, I975t

Fisher, L976; Klassen, 1976) " From a more theoretical per-

spective, Fodorrs (t975 ) ttanalysis by analysis" model sug-

gested that a language reeeiver reverses the transforma-

tions of an incoming sentence to uncover the deep structu.ret

a process which indicates a possibl-e relationship between

sentence expansion ability and comprehensi-on ability.
The students who participated in the study were 1O2

third-graders from four classes in two elementary schools

in the sane middle-class suburban school division in
hrÍnnipeg, Manitoba, At the time of the study, all four



classes vúere receiving

basal reader, More Than

in the Coll-ier-Mclt{i]1an reading

rg70) "

In this stirdy, the experimental sentence expansíon

treatment and three comparison treatments were administered

to groups of third-grade students for a period of four weeks,

All students wrote a narrative composition and completed an

ttevery fifth-word deletionrt cloze test before the treatments

began" Both after the treatment period and again after a

three week delay all students wrote narrative compositions

and completed three cloze testè written at increasing levels

of syntactic eomplexity.

The measure of syntactic complexity used to assess

the cLoze passages and the studentst compositions was mean

T-unit length" Reading comprehension was measured by means

of a cloze test, PL, written to approximate studentst pro-

ductive language in tet"ms of mean T-unit length¡ âs well as

tr'to cloze tests, PL+l+ and PL+$, wrltten to have successively

longer T-unit lengths. Since the Eval-uation Guide for
Childrenrs Composition (Sundbye, 1973) fraa proven valuable

in working with teachers (Froese, l-977 ) it was selected as

a means of rating rhetorical qualitS'"

The four intact classroom groups served as the

four treatment groups. Group 1 received the experimental

sentence expansion treatment. They were given instruction

reading

Vlords,
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instruction in the same

which is the seventh level
series (Harris and C1ark,
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in eombining and elaboratíng kernel sentenees to produce

complex sentences. The sentence expansion instruction was

given to half of the class at a time in order to ensure

participation and j-nteraction in group discussionso Each

group was given eight half-hour periods of instmction"
Group 2 was given a series of Directed Reading Thinking

Activities or DRTAs (Stauffer, 1975) " They also received

their j¡rstruction in eight hal-f-hour periods and only half
of the class was taught at a time. Group ] was given eight

half-hour periods of Îtfree tÍ¡rert during whieh they could

choose from a varj-ety of actívities. Group /ç acted as a
comparison group. They were given no treatment and did not,

depart from their usual timetable and course of instructiono
The four groups were compared with respect to mean

T-unit length at pretest, posttest, and delayêd posttest

times. In the analysÍs of cl-.oze comprehension scores, the

pretest cl-oze scores were used as covariates to partially
control for initial differences in cloze comprehension

ability. At posttest time and again at delayed postÈest

time, the patterns of cloze scores across the three test
passages for the four groups were compared.

At posttest time and delayed posttest time, eloze

comprehension scores were found to deerease from cloze pas-

sage PL to PL+4 ¿o PL+8. lVhen percentages of corect res-

toratj-ons on cloze tests were compared to Borrnuthts Q969')

criteria for reading leve1s, it was discovered that cl-oze
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passage PL could be considered to be at the independent

reading level of the students in this sample. Cl-oze pas-

sage PIn-4 could be considered to be at their instructional

reading level, and passage PL+8 to be at their frustration

leve1.

Group 3e the ttfree timelt group, scored consistently

higher on cloze tests than any of the other groups. Because

of the superì-ority of this group in cloze comprehension

ability the results had to be interpreted cautiously" The

analysis of covariance indicated significant differences

among treatment groups in cloze qcores at both posttest and

delayed posttest times. This significant difference, was

believed to reflect the superiority of Group 3 rather than

any effects due to the treatments"

The analysis of covariance al-so indicated significant

dif,ferences in cloze scores across the three levels of syn-

tactic complexity of c1:oze. passages and a significant inter-

action between treatment group and syntactic complocity of

cLoze passage at both posttest and delayed posttest times.

The significant interaction was further probed by

performing a trend analysis using orthogonal polynomials

(Keppe1, 1973) " This analysis reveaLed that the trends in

eloze Scores across levels of syntactic complexity urere

primarily linearo In other rvords, cloze comprehensi-on scores

decreased at a uniform rate from cloze passage PL to p¡'rl¡ to

PL+8, Group 1, the sentence expansion grouP, was found to
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díffer significantly from the other groups in the trend

of cLoze scores across leve1s of complexity" In this groupt

cloze performance remained constant from passage PL to Pl'ìl+

and then decreased to passage PL+8. Although this differ-

ence in the trends was significant at both posttest and de-

layed posttest times, the magnitude of the difference de-

creased from posttest to d'elayed posttest.

The mean T-unit length in written compositions was

not found to be significantly different among groups or at

the three different test times' There was no significant

interaction between treatment group and test t1me.

Neither the total Sundbye score nor any of the

thirteen individual Sundbye factors were found to be signi-

ficantly correlated with mean T-unit length in written com-

positions. Seven of the thirteen Sundbye factors were found

to be significantly coryeÌated with total- Sundbye score,

ln order of their predictive value they are:

#l The child maintains a simple time sequence

iJì his story"

#g The child uses co-ordinators to combine

some sentence elements"

lff ffre chil-d uses a third person rather than

an egocentric Point of view"

#6 The child uses modífiers for nouns and

verbs "

#Z The child gives his story a titLe'
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#tO The child manipulates sounds and rhythms

of words in his writing"

#18 The child uses subordinate cLauses and

phrases in his sentenceso

The analyses of the findings in this study have led

to several main conclusions as wel-l as some implications

for research and for classroom practice'

CONCiijSIONS

Analyses of the findings of this study led to several

conclusions pertaining to the dependent variabl-es eloze com-

prehension score, mean T-unit length, and Sundbye evaLuation.

In reporting these conclusions, eleven specific nul1 hypo-

thes es wil-] be disc us sed , '

T{ There v{ere no significant differences among--1.1

groups in posttest cloze scores"

The significant treatment effect found in the analy-

sis of covariance led to the rejection of this hypothesis.

Because Group 3, the ttfree timett group, had the highest mean

cloze score on every cloze test including the pretest, there

was some doubt as to whether the covariance_ procedure had

removed all of the variation due to initial- differences in

cloze comprehension ability" Al-though it was concfuded

that there wére significant differences among groups in

cloze comprehension scores, this conclusion has little
practical significance, It was believed that the significant
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difference was due largeJ-y to the superiority of Group 3.

rather than to any effects caused by the treatments.
1¡ - There were no sígnificant differences in"r.z

eloze.comprehension scores across the three leveJs of
s¡mtactic conrplexity of eLoze passages on the posttest,

A significant complexity effect in the analysís of

covariance led to the rejection of Hr,r" Differences Ín
syntactic complexity did seem to affect the readability
of the cloze passages as indicated by the percentage of
correct restoration. Few of the subjects satisfactorily
comprehended passage PLt8, writben with a mean T-unit length

eight words longer than that of their prrcductive language"

l'Ihen percentages of correct restorations were compared to
Bormuth¡s (1969) criteria for reading l-evels, it appeared

that passage PL+8 was at the frustration level of the stu-
dents in this sample. On the other handr pâssage PLt! was

considered to be at their instructional reading l-evel and

passage PL (productive level) was considered to be at the

studentst independent reading Level" It was concluded that
there were significant differences in cloze comprehension

scores across the three leve1s of sSmtactic complexity of
cloze passages"

H - There was no significant interaction between.^1.3

treatment group and syntactic complexity of cloze passage

on the posttest"
The analysis of covariance indicated that the inter-
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action effect was significant. tr.3 was therefore rejected'

When the interaction was further probed by performing a

trend analysis, it was found that there were significant

differences among groups in their trends of cloze scores

across Levels of complexity of cloze passageso

It appeared that the sentenee Ðcpansion practióe

did have some effect on the experimental group students t

reaCing comprehension. After the experimental treatmentt

these students were able to comprehend a passage written

at their productive level (PL) and a passage written above

their productive leve1 (PI'rt¡) equally weI1" All other groups

found the second passage more dÍfficult to comprehend. It

was concluded that the sentence expansion practice had the

effect of improving students I ability to comprehend sytt-

tactically complex material" This finding would seem to

be in accordance with Foclorts ttanalysis by analysistr model'

H2.1 - There were no significant differences among

groups jri delayed posttest cloze scores "

This hypobhesis was rejected on the basis of the

resul-ts of the analysis of covariance for delayed posttest

scores. The significant difference among groups, however,

probably reflects the superiority of Group 3 and therefore

must be interPreted cautiouslY"

HTherewerenosignificantdifferencesiJlt'2 
"2 

¡¡¡er v r¡v¿ v

cloze comprehension Scores across the three levels of syn-

tactic complexity of cloze passages on the delayed posttest"
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Asintheposttestresults,theanalysisofco-
variance resulted in a significant comptexity eff ect' H2"?

was rejected and. ít was concluded that there were signifi-

cant differences in cloze scores across the levels of com-

plexity,
H_ There was no significant interaction between--2 

"3
treatment group and syntactic complexity of cl:oze passage on

the delayed posttest.

A significant'interaction effect in the analysis of

covariance led to the rejection of HZ"j. The trend analysis

used to further investigate this interaction, indicated that

the trend in cLoze scores across levels of complexity was

significantly different for the sentence expansion group

than for the other groups. AS in the posttest, it was con-

cluded that the sentence expansion treatment had the effect

of improving studentsI comprehension of syntactically com-

plex materials"

H3.I There v,rere no significant differences anong

treatment groups in mean T-unit lengths in written composi-

tions "

mean T-unit lengths of compositi-ons written at pretest, post-

test, and delaYed Posttest times.

H3.3 There was no significant interaction bet't^reen

treatment grouP and time of test.
Anana]ysisofvarianceforthedependentvariable

H^ ^ There were no significant differences in the
,7 o1
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mean T-unit length indieated no significant effects" The

three hypotheses H3.f , H.'.Z, and ,3.3 were all accepted.

The sentence expansion practice appears to have had little
effect on the'arhetoricaf measure of mean T-unit length.
Other researchers have found a significant increase on this
variable after sentence expansion practice (0rHare, i973;
Cornbs , 1976; Fisher, L976;- Miller and lrley, 1968)" The non-

significant results in this study may have been cauded by

the fact t,hat the measure of mean T-unit length lacked re-
liability due to insufficient sample size. rt is possible,
however, that in this study the emphasis in the sentence

expansion treatment was on discoveri-ng the relationship
between deep and surface structure, whJ-le other investigators
may have enphasized the product,ion of complex structures"
The fact that sentence expansion practice appeared to have

influenced reading comprehension but not mean T-unit length
is in accordance with other evidence that comprehension

precedes production of complex structur€s (Fraser, Bellugi,
and Brown, 1963) "

t4.1 - There was no significant comelation between

mean T-unit lengt,h and total Sundbye score.

H4.Z There was no significant correlatj-on between

mean T-unit length and any of the thirteen sundbye subscores.

Both t&.t ..tO Hrr"Z were accepted since none of the
correlation coeffícienüs were found to be significant, It
was concluded that there was littLe or no relationship be-
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tvreen rhetorical- and arhetorical- factors since long T-units

were not necessarily associated with high Sundbye ratings"
The ability to use transformations which resulb in co-

ordinators, modifi-ers, phrasesr or clauses may conceivably

be influenced by sentence expansion practice" Other factors,

however, such as the ability to organize ideas, to avoid

egocentricity, and to maniþulate words for certain effects

are also important to rhetorical, quality.

I}IPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Although the findings of this study have indicated i

a Jov¡ rel-ationship between rhetoricaf and arhetorical as-

pects of written compositi-on, this is an area which may war-

rant further investlgatj-on. There is some doubt that the

length of writing samples studied was sufficient to provide

a rel-j-abl-e measure of mean T-unit length, and therefore,

any conclusions concerning the relationship between T-unit

length and rhetorj-ca1 quality rnust be only tentative,
Because a relationship had been found between global

quality ratings and mean T-unit length in previous research

(0tHare, 1973; Combs, 1976), but no significant relation-
ship r^ras found between Sundbye evaLuation and mean T-unit

length in the present study, future research could compare

these two kinds of quality measures, Identification of the

significant factors involved in global quality ratings would

also help to explain the lack of agreernent regarding the re-
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lationship between rhetoricaJ and arhetorical measures.

It may be useful to study the relationship between

rhetoricaf and arhetorical measures in different types of

writing (i,e" expository, narrative, descriptive)' A re-

lated area of investigation would be to Jook at di-fferences

in mean T-unit length within individuals which may be re-

lated to the tYPe of writihg"
In this study it was unclear whether the failure to

find significant improvements in the mean T-unit length of

the students ? compositions after sentence expansion treat-

ment was caused by the lack of any experimental effect or

by the difficulties in measuring such an effect. The ef-

fects of sentence expansion treatment on arhetorical aspects

of compositions could perhaps be better measured if a) ttre

students were not given a choice of writing stimuli, b) longer

samples were obtained. from each student, and c ) the l-ength

of the treatment period were increased. In future research,

it may be valuable to consider the effects of sentence ex-

pansion treatment as measured by the frequency of production

of Specific grammatical structures (i,e. subordinate clauses,

co-ordinated. predicates, etc") instead of or in addition to

mean T-unit length. Another possible way of measuring ex-

perimental effects would be to use a revrriting rather than

a free writing task' A comparison of the structures pro-

duced in rewriting and free writing could also be undertaken.

There is a need for a more detailed and extensive
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anafysis of the eloze completion errors made on syntactic-

a}ly complex cl-oze passages in order to shed more light on

the specific nature of the comprehension difficul-ties posed

by these passages" In this study, it was noted that cloze

completíon errors often had the effect of reversÍng some

of the sentence-combining transformations in the passageo

Bever ( 1968) suggested that oral readi-ng miscues often reveal

that students are reversing sentence-combining transforma-

tions in order to reduce the complexiby of the text" It may

be useful to compare oraL reading miscues and cLoze comple-

tion emors on syntactically complex passages"

The commonly used readability formulae take into

consideration only sentence l-ength and famiLiarity of words

used. In this study syntactic complexity appeared to in-
crease read.ability. There is a need therefore to try to

develop readabílity formulae which would incl-ude syntactic

complexity as a factor. Work in this area has been begun

by Granowsky and Botel (1971+) 
"



From the findi¡rgs and conclusions of this study it
is apparent that the teacher of readÍng must be aware of

the influence of syntactic complexity on the readability
of a passage. In developing the cl-oze passages for this
study, passages from basa-l- readers had to be simplified
to approximate the students I productive levef. In general,

reader passages were found to have a mean T-unit length

almost four words longer than that of students t productive

level. Since the sentence expansion treatment in this study

had the effeet of improving reading comprehension of passage

PL+þ, it seems that sentence expansion instruction coul-d be

used to help students to cope with complex structures that

they encounter in basal readers.

In teaching and evaluating writing, teachers should

enrphasize the rhetori-cal" factors found to be significant
indicators of total Sundbye evaluations, These lactors h¡ere:

the time sequence 1n the story, the use of co-ordinators to

combine some sentence elements, avoidance of egocentricityt

the use of modifiers, the appropriateness of the title, the

creation of special effects by the manipulation of sounds

and rhythms, and the use of subordinate cl-auses and phrases.

IMPLTCATIONS FOR CLASSROOM PRACTICE

T2I
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APPTNDIX A

CLOZE PASSAGES

1o Pretest

2. Passage PL

3. Passage PLtl+

4" Passage PLfB
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Once €ut elephant and a monkey had a quarrel, Both

animals were very proud. The elephant was proud

that he could pull down the biggest tree. The monkey

lr¡as proud that

an eye.

PRETEST

The Quarrel

wis e ol-d

The owl

he could clinb that tree in the wink of

The_ quarrel got louder and louder " At last a

anirnals to swÍm across the river and pick some fruit from

a tree on the other side,

The elephant and the monkey hurried to the river.
Iirll:en the monkev saw the deep river he felt afraid to
cross it . But the proud elephant tol-d him to get on

owl wanted to lsrow what the guaryel was about.

k¡lew how to settle the quarrel. He told the two

tâ I-l a I

his back and he cgrried him across the river.

of the ri.ver
, A. beautiful fruit tree was growing on the bank

fruit but he couLdnrt reach it" The monkey began to

laugh. IIe imew that the elephant needed some help. He

easiÌy

fruit, and dropped it to the el-ephant.

Then the two animals crossed the river again and

The elephant lifted his trunk to pick the

climbed the taIL tree, picked some of the finest

went to the owl-ts home in the forest"
trBeing strong alone or quick alone is

The owl said ,

not enough. Ã



took both of you to get the fruit from

elephant was strong enough to cross the

The monkey was guick enough to cl,imb the

pick the fruit "tr The two animals nodded

Never again did they boast or quarrel.

]-32

the tree. The

oeep rlver.
tal-I tree and

their heads,



Þlrs. Duck l-ooked at the big new sign in the window
+. ù&

of her hat store. she hoped that she would* g*-11]- many

hats at her sale_" They were all so beautiful.

Mrs. Turtle and the NeqHat

PASSAGE PL

-eng

find
store

hat "

Just then lvlrs " TurËte stopped by the open

looked in. Mrs. DuC!- to-ld her to come in AnE

a pretty hat , _Mirs, Turtle crawled into the hat,

and rooked all around_. she wanted a little pigk-

Mrs " Duck put -a- 
pretty litt1e hat on 

-lQls*
Turtlets head, It was -a- pink hat with a blge- feather

on it" It logked- wonderful on Mrs' @uþ' -S!e- had

never had. a hat before. She bought it. -She- went out

of the stgrg wearing her new pink hat'

ThenMrs.Turtlemet,-a-bigdog.NowMrs"Iu¡t]e-
was afraid of dogs" 

-Sbe- 
pulled her head into her shelI,

and off went !,hs new pink hat. - soon thg dog went on his

gaï,. Then Mrs. Turtle pgq her head out of her shel-l and

looked all around for her new hat' It was on the grass not

far away"

Mrs. Turtle had got thought of that' þ ghSll

was her house" She coul{ not get a hat in!o- her house"

'l??

door

+po'sttest deletions
*i'delayed posttest defetions
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Mrs, Turtle picksd- up her new hat gn5! took it

to Ufg, Duckls store. She told $irg' Duck that hats

not made for turtles. She pu! her head into her shel1
back

wdre

and showed l[rs. Duck how her hat cane off .

srg, Duck laughed. she had learned something" Now

she lcrew whg hats were not made log turtl-es. Mrs " Duck put

the hat back on her tabl-e.' Mrs" Turtle crawled off to her

own littl-e pond "



ThÍs is the story of a beautiful black trotting

horse named Bonnie Bess. Bonnie BeSS was a gegthervane-*
*

hohse* who lived at the top of a farmerrs barn. She

turned around and grgund .@ show the way the wind was blow-

ing. Vthen the wind blew from the east, she turned around

and trott,eS! toward the east, When the wind blew from the

teet- Bess trotted toward the west.

Onedaythefarmermove5!awayandtookhishegs-
ducks, cows, and horses. -He .did not take Bonnie Bess- but

left her turning _ig the wind. Now the house gnd barn

were enpty. Nothing but Bonnie Bess was ]eft behind'

As the years r,rent þy, the roof of the barn f el-1" in

and thg paint peeled off. One 5!ay in wint.er a cold gigd-

blew Bonnie Bess right gff the barn and over-to the side

of the 1oed"

A man in a lruck came down the road, savü Bonnie

Bess, and picked ber .w. He took her-to his ]ittle shop
I

where 
'he had many old things" E"gh day People came

into thg shop and bought old things- but no one wanted 
-an

old weathervane horse'

PASSAGE PL+l+

Bonnie Bess

t?q+J /.

*oosttest dêletions
+ xd el-a¿e5! po etlegt-d q19t ions
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' one Êag a farmer came into the shop and looked

around" ÏIhen he saw Bonnie Bess -he knew she was just

the weathervane he wanted to put on the top of his barn"

The farmer bought Bognie-Bess and took her away Ín his

truck, The truck stopped right in front -of the barn

where Bonnie Begs had lived for so magy ygÐ"
'vfhen the farm"t got Bonnie Bess back on top of the

barn, she started to work right away. She was happy to be

on the old barn once more turning around and around.



Wallace ¡¡as a quiet btack and white cat who lived
&ú

with the Bird family. He w""o a very good ga!** who always

went to sleeg when he should and g'ì¡¡ays ate all of the food

Mrs. Bird put into hig bowl"

Wal-lace was very \¡ely good but not very happy,

because he wanted to -bg wild and fierce like so4e of

the wild anlmals he had seen on T"V. -So one day lrlal-lace

left boge.
wal]ace had. not gone far when he came to _a- river

in the woods and sat down to think.ebsut catching something

to eat. As he Looked around he saw a f ish swinnring in

PASSAGE PL+8

The Cat Who l'ient hlild

the river and thought that_ì!, would make a good logcb.

l{a}laee jumped at the figh as it swam slowly-bg, but missed

by a logtâ
Very wet and hungry, i,,{aìlace set out again to !igd-

his Iunch. He went lrgn flgll tree to the ne¿t, being very

careful and galigg no noise at all. lrgtty soon he saw a

turtf-e walking along the path and thought it would make -a-
good lunch, He jurnped 

-on 
the turtle and.bit -it so hard

that he þurt his teeth. And he gatehed sadly as another lunch

l-37

*posttest deleti-ons

**delaved nosbtest deletions
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gent slowlv on its YúaY"

l¡/aJþce had not gone far when he saw a skunk an$

thought that 1t woul-d ¡rale a wonderful lunch" t'lhen he-

jgrnped on the skunk it- sprayed \¡trallace with something

thSt smel-Ied so bad that t¡Iaflgcg could not. even breathe'

lr/al-lace watched sadly as the skunk went on its way gnÈ

thougþt_ about what he shoú1d do" He thought he should go

back to the house where the Bird family lived and get some

lunch and have a rest. After aII, he had found out that it

wasnrt much fun being wi1d.
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1" Adjective word embeddings

â" before the subjecü

The man lived in a cottage'

The man vlas gþ'

The man was I:!t!-þ'

The dog ran around the Yard' ,

The dog was Ëiled "

The dog was little'

b. before the objecü

1 saw a monsfer"

The monster was Þi¿f'
The monster was 8H'

He took a cookie"

The cookie was fresh"

The cookie was chocolate'

c, before the predicate nominative

He was a farmer"

He was hard-vlorking '

140

She

She

$ras

was

a movie star"

.larnous.



before the object of a Preposition
They were in â cåvê.

The cave vüas dark,

2.

The

The

Adjective phrase embeddings

ê. prepositional phrases

Joe lives in that' big

The house is near the

card was from

uncle was his

his uncIe,

favorite.

I went to the beach yesterdaY'

I went with my sister.
b. appositive phrases

IlLrs" VJiebe can speak French.

Mrs. V,liebe is our teacher.

141

house.

school.

3"

Glen is
Glen is

Adjective clause embeddings using who

Children often have cavities "

Chil-dren eat too many sweets "

my best friend.
the bov next door"

Tkre girl
The gÍrJ-

was

won

given a big trophY"

the raee,



rbz

Practice using kernels generated by the class'

Adjective clause eurbedd'ings using which

TheY bought a new house'

The house had a swing in the Yard'

l+.

Everyone

The test

Adjective clause embeddings using

I oPened' the Present @9"
The Present was a basebal-l

passed. the test"

Practlce using kernels generated

was givgn on Frida

My

It
friend told me something'

made me angrY.

6.

Practice using kernels generated by the c1ass"

Adj ective

\¡/e

We

by the class.

clause

sat down

glove "

had our

embeddings using where

by a stream"

They alt came over to our

The partv was goinE to be

lunch bY the

Practice using kernels generated

stream"

house "

at our house.

bv the cfass'



7. Co-ordinated

I ran

I told

predicates

home.

my mom the news,

He

Hé

Practice using kernels generated by the class'

itiul-t iple embeddings

Once there was a uloodcutt'er"

He was poor.

But he was honest"

saw a stray dog.

took it home with hùm.

.{ö.

l.1+)

He was at work cutting trees.
He was working besíde a lake.

The Lake was beautiful"

He cut first
Then he cut

The tree was jusb about to fall.
His axe flew out of his hands.

It went down into the l-ake,

It made a big splash.

on one side

on the other

of a big tree"
side"



The woodcutter sat

He put his head in

He had no axe,

He could not cut down trees "

He coul-d not earn money"

He could not buy food for his wífe.

He could not buv food for his children.

down on a 1og"

his hands "

Just then something happened,

A fairy came up out of the lake.

She was dressed all in white"

She gave him the axe"

f , IL++

The woodcutter

He reached for
He saw that it

He

ÞIv

jumped up.

his axeu

was made of gold,

s aid , ttThat

axe h¡as not

Again, the fairy went down into the lake.

She came up with an axe.

is not my axe"

made of gold"tr

ttHere is your axerrl said the fairy.



t?You are an honest woodcutter.

You woul-d not take an axe.

The axe was not your olnul,

Now you shall have all three.rr

The woodcutter took the gold axe home"

He took the silver axe home.

He took thern home to his wife.

She was happy"

1,,Ã


